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Plan difficult tasks through the simplest tasks
Achieve large tasks through the smallest tasks
The difficult tasks of the world
Must be handled through the simple tasks
The large tasks of the world
Must be handled through the small tasks.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Ziel der nachfolgenden Arbeit ist die Entwicklung einer neuartigen nu-
merischen Methode, welche zur Approximation der zeitabhängigen Maxwellschen
Gleichungen verwendet wird. Die genannte Methode kombiniert eine bereits beste-
hende diskontinuierliche Galkerkin (DG) Methode mit sogenannten polynomialen
Trefftz Funktionen, welche die zeitabhängigen Maxwellschen Gleichungen exakt
lösen.
Zunächst werden polynomialen Trefftz Funktionen entwickelt, wobei hier zwei ver-
schiedene Konstruktionsmechanismen dargelegt werden. Im ersten Konstruktions-
mechanismus werden die polynomialen Trefftz Funktionen durch die widerholte
Verwendung von Rekursionsgleichungen, welche in diesem Kontext entwickelt
wurden, aus einer schon existierenden Basis hergeleitet. Im zweiten Konstruk-
tionsmechanismus werden die polynomialen Trefftz Funktionen durch polynomiale
ebene Wellen ausgedrückt. Zusätzlich werden Grundlegende Eigenschaften der so
konstruierten Basen, d.h. Dimension und Energietransport, beschrieben.
Nachfolgend wird die DG Methode eingeführt in welcher die genannten polynomi-
alen Trefftz Funktionen verwendet werden. Eine anknüpfende Analyse zeigt, dass
die entstehende DG-Trefftz Methode stabil ist, eindeutige Lösungen hat und somit
wohldefiniert ist.
Die durchgeführten numerischen Studien der Methode zeigen, dass spektrale Kon-
vergenz des L2-Norm Fehlers in der betrachteten Raum-Zeit Domäne Ω × I unter
Anheben der polynomialen Approximationsordnung p erreicht wird. Es folgt, dass
die Methode Lösungen die von hoher Ordnung in der Zeit sind, produziert. Unter
h-Verfeinerung ergeben sich die erwarteten Konvergenzraten von p + 1. Zusätz-
lich weist die DG-Trefftz ein gutes Dispersionsverhalten auf. Der Vergleich mit
einer herkömmlichen DG Methode zeigt, dass mit der DG-Trefftz Methode ver-
gleichbare Lösungen mit einer deutlich geringeren Anzahl von Basisfunktionen
simuliert werde können. Die Anzahl der betrachteten Freiheitsgrade verringert
sich von O (p4) auf O (p3).
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit wird eine neuartige transparente Randbedingung im Rah-
men der DG-Trefftz Methode entwickelt, die zur Simulation von unendlich aus-
gedehnten Domänen verwendet werden kann. In dieser Randbedingung werden in
die Domäne laufende Wellen direkt in der Basis unterdrückt, was möglich ist, da
die Richtungen der polynomialen Trefftz Funktionen bekannt sind.
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Abstract
In the following work we develop a novel numerical method, which is used to
approximate time-dependent Maxwell’s equations. The method combines an al-
ready existing discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method with polynomial Trefftz func-
tions. These polynomial Trefftz functions exactly solve Maxwell’s equations in an
element-wise fashion.
In the first part of this work we develop polynomial Trefftz functions. Here, we
introduce two different construction mechanisms. First, we transform already ex-
isting polynomial functions into polynomial Trefftz functions by applying newly de-
veloped recurrence relations. In the second mechanism, we directly construct the
polynomial Trefftz functions in terms of polynomial plane waves. Subsequently,
basic properties of the resulting bases, i.e. dimension and energy transport, are
discussed.
We then introduce the underlying DG-method and combine it with the polynomial
Trefftz functions. A subsequent analysis shows that the method is stable and has
unique solutions, which implies that the method is well-defined.
The numerical studies show that the method exhibits spectral convergence of the
L2-norm error under p-enrichment in the whole space-time domain of interestΩ×I.
Therefore, high-order time-integration is an inherent feature of the method. Un-
der h-refinement the method produces the expected p + 1 convergence rates. In
addition the method exhibits a good dispersion behavior. A comparison with a
comparable non-Trefftz method shows that the DG-Trefftz method produces the
same results with a lower number of basis functions. The number of degrees of
freedom is decreased from O (p4) to O (p3).
In the last part of the work we introduce a novel transparent boundary condition
in the context of the DG-Trefftz method. This boundary condition exploits the
knowledge of the direction of propagation of the basis and directly penalizes basis
functions that correspond to wave that are going into the domain.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, modeling and precisely predicting the behaviour of electromag-
netic fields that accompany the propagation of electromagnetic waves has be-
come a fundamental requirement for various academic disciplines including
engineering, bio-medicine, and physics, where common problems tend to in-
volve a high degree of complexity. As a result, satisfactory solutions can
usually not be obtained in an analytic fashion anymore but must be numer-
ically approximated on a computer instead. For this purpose, various exist-
ing numerical methods such as Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) methods
and Finite Element Methods (FEM) have been adopted to the area of electromag-
netism. These well established methods already work with great success in most
scenarios. However, for certain applications that require extremely precise solu-
tions it can be difficult to obtain the desired solutions (at least not in a reasonable
time). Scenarios of this kind arise for example in bio-medical applications, such
as simulations of the interaction of the retina with electromagnetic radiation or
the modeling of a optical nerve; in physical applications such as the modeling of
meta-materials as well as photonic crystals; and in engineering applications such
as the simulation of optical instruments. Here, limiting factors can be due to in-
herent numerical artifacts of the established methods that can cause, for instance,
high numerical dispersion errors or by applying low order time integrators that
thereby limit the precision. Many of the numerical artifacts can be minimized by
applying problem specific versions of the established methods. Here, Trefftz meth-
ods are one class of these problem specific methods that employ basis functions
that exactly solve the underlying Partial Differential Equation (PDE) equations. In
the case of time dependent Maxwell’s equations employing Trefftz functions is au-
tomatically accompanied by using a method that is defined in space-time. If the
employed basis functions are high order in time, these methods are suitable for
high order time integration. Though widely studied in mechanics and fluid dy-
namics, Trefftz functions have been seldomly applied in methods that solve time
dependent Maxwell’s equations so far.
In this dissertation, we present a novel method that combines a space-
time Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method with polynomial Trefftz functions which
are polynomial basis functions that exactly solve Maxwell’s equations. By doing
so, many of the mentioned numerical artifacts are considerably minimized so that
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highly accurate results in space-time can be obtained. In connection to the devel-
opment of the Discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz (DGT) method we also show stability
and well-posedness of the scheme and we provide numerical evidence its proper-
ties.
The dissertation is organized in following three main parts: introduction, method-
ology, and numerical experiments.
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the subfield of electromagnetism that we
consider in this work. We start by introducing Maxwell’s equations as well as the
considered constitutive laws. After that, we introduce the concept of energy ba-
lance that will be used in the further chapters. We discuss special solutions of
Maxwell’s equations namely plane waves. The remainder of this chapter deals with
the application of Maxwell’s equations to finite domains. In particular, we discuss
continuity requirements as well as boundary conditions.
Chapter 3 gives an introduction to Trefftz methods. In this context, we first outline
the original Trefftz method and subsequently discuss the progress of its develope-
ment since then. Afterwards, we outline the development of the new DGT method
and classify it in this context.
Chapter 4 contains the first essential building block for the DGT method: poly-
nomial Trefftz functions. These build up the polynomial Trefftz space which we
introduce as a new concept here. To this end, we treat them in a rigorous fash-
ion: we first characterize their temporal behavior, and from this characterization,
in combination with standard arguments for polynomial spaces, determine the di-
mension of the polynomial Trefftz space. This dimension is only dependent on the
spatial dimension. Subsequently, we comment on the energy transport of these
functions. In the final part of the chapter we then introduce two different ways to
construct a polynomial Trefftz basis: first by transforming polynomial non-Trefftz
basis functions into polynomial Trefftz basis functions by applying appropriate re-
currence relations; secondly by constructing a Trefftz basis in terms of transport
polynomials.
Chapter 5 is concerned with developing the method. To this end, we first intro-
duce an abstract DG framework in which we employ trial and test function from
a general vector space. From this preliminary discussion we obtain some of the
essential properties of the method that are: consistency and stability. In the second
step we then derive the DGT method from this template by constraining the vector
space to the polynomial Trefftz space. We show that this method is well-posed and
outline a numerical implementation.
Chapter 6 provides first qualitative results. More precisely, we study the propa-
gation of plane waves through various media that are homogeneous, piece-wise
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homogeneous, and inhomogeneous. We also discuss a novel type of Trefftz basis
functions that are tailored to media with material jumps (in a one-dimensional sce-
nario). In the remainder of this chapter we show the simulations of single-slit and
double-slit diffraction experiments.
Chapter 7 contains the numerical study of the error behavior of the DGT method.
To this end, we first study the contribution of numerical dispersion and numerical
dissipation to the error with a simple example. After that, we conduct a series of
numerical convergence studies. More precisely, we investigate the error conver-
gence under p-enrichment and h-refinement for two distinct scenarios. Hereby,
we obtain spectral convergence in the whole space-time domain and optimal con-
vergence rates. Subsequently, we outline a comparison of the efficiency of the DGT
method (in a one-dimensional scenario) to that of established methods and thereby
confirm its validity. In the final part of the chapter we compare the error of a sim-
ulation produced with the space-time DGT method to that of a similar DG method
that uses a standard non-Trefftz basis.
Chapter 8 introduces another feature of the DGT method, namely a novel type
of transparent boundary condition. These boundary conditions exploit the knowl-
edge of the direction of propagation in the basis functions by splitting them into
incoming and outgoing parts at the boundary and then penalizing the incoming
parts. The new transparent boundary condition shows the potential to serve as a
replacement for some commonly applied boundary conditions, as we show in an
attached error study.
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2 Formulation of Continuous
Electrodynamics
"The theory I propose may therefore
be called a theory of the
Electromagnetic Field, because it has
to do with the space in the
neighborhood of the electric or
magnetic bodies, and it may be called
a Dynamical Theory, because it
assumes that in that space there is
matter in motion, by which the
observed electromagnetic phenomena
are produced."
James Clerk Maxwell (1865)
The study of electromagnetic1 phenomena has a long history. Our mod-
ern perspective on electromagnetism is based upon the works of James Clerk
Maxwell [62, 63] who combined and completed the theoretical outcome of the
experiments that were conducted by his scientific predecessors into "a dynamical
theory of the electromagnetic field".
In this chapter we introduce the necessary physical framework that we will use.
Following Jackson [37] (Chapter 1), we start by introducing the electromagnetic
fields as well as their governing equations, i.e. Maxwell’s equations in the contin-
uum in Section 2.1. To this description we add material equations in Section 2.2.
In Section 2.3 we derive an energy balance that follows from the considered sys-
tem. In the fashion of Landau [54] (Chapter 6) we then introduce a simple way to
solve Maxwell’s equations.
Following Stratton [87] (Chapter 5), we extend our discussion to finite domains.
To this end we derive the necessary continuity requirements of the fields at medium
interfaces in Section 2.5 and consequently discuss their behavior at domain bound-
aries in Section 2.6.
1 The name electromagnetism is a combination of the Greek words λίτος Μαγνῆτις (English.:
"magnesian stone") and ήλεκτρον (English.: "amber").
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2.1 Maxwell’s Equations
We start by motivating the governing equations of the electromagnetic fields. For
details, we refer to [37, 54, 87]. Motivated from experimental observations they
read as follows:
Faraday’s induction law: when a permanent magnet is moved through a wire
loop surrounding an area S it induces an electromotive force which is related to
the magnetic flux through this area by∫
∂ S
E (r, t) ·τdl = − d
d t
∫
S
B (r, t) · n dS, (2.1a)
where, E is the electric field strength, and B the magnetic induction. Note that we
designate vectors by bold letters. In addition r ∈ R3 is the position vector, t ∈ R
the time. n denotes the outward normal direction on S, ∂ S a closed loop around
S, and τ a tangential vector. Here, n and τ are chosen according to the right hand
rule.
Ampere’s law: a wire going through a surface S which carries an electric cur-
rent produces a magnetic field in its surrounding. The relation between the field
strength and the current density is given by∫
∂ S
H (r, t) ·τdl =
∫
S

d
d t
D (r, t) + J (r, t)

· n dS. (2.1b)
Here, H is the magnetic field, D the electric displacement field, and J the current
density. The displacement current term dd t D has been added by Maxwell.
Gauss’ law for magnetism: it has been observed in experiments that magnetic
field lines are always closed so that no magnetic monopoles can exist. This obser-
vation can be expressed by ∫
∂ V
B (r, t) · n dS = 0, (2.1c)
where ∂ V is the surface of an arbitrary volume V .
Gauss’ law: an electric charge generates an electric field. The relation between the
charge density ρ and the displacement field D is given by∫
∂ V
D (r, t) · n dS =
∫
V
ρ (r, t) dV. (2.1d)
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We summarize the fields as well as their Systeme International (SI) units in Ta-
ble 2.1
Symbol Name SI Unit
E (r, t) Electric field [V/m]
H (r, t) Magnetic field [A/m]
D (r, t) Electric displacement field [As/m2]
B (r, t) Magnetic induction [Vs/m2]
J (r, t) Current density [A/m2]
ρ (r, t) Charge density [C/m3]
Table 2.1.: Electromagnetic fields and their units.
It is often more convenient to work with a system of PDEs instead of integral equa-
tions. Therefore, we derive Maxwell’s equations in their differential form. To this
end we apply Stokes’ theorem and an exchange of integration and time derivative
to (2.1a), yielding
−
∫
S
d
d t
B (r, t) · n dS =
∫
∂ S
E (r, t) ·τdl =
∫
S
∇× E (r, t) · n dS.
Since this holds for arbitrary surfaces S, one obtains the differential form of Fara-
day’s law
∇× E (r, t) = − dB
d t
(r, t) , (2.2a)
and by a similar application of Stokes’ theorem to Ampere’s law (2.1b), one finds
∇×H (r, t) = dD
d t
(r, t) + J (r, t) . (2.2b)
By applying Gauss’ theorem on Gauss’ law for magnetism (2.1c) we obtain
0 =
∫
∂ V
B (r, t) ·n dS =
∫
V
∇ · B (r, t)dV.
Since this holds for arbitrary volumes V , we obtain the differential form of Gauss’
law for magnetism
∇ · B (r, t) = 0, (2.2c)
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and by a similar application of Gauss’ theorem on Gauss’ law (2.1d), we set
∇ ·D (r, t) = ρ (r, t) . (2.2d)
The differential form of Maxwell’s equations (2.2a)-(2.2d) is equivalent to the in-
tegral form (2.1a)-(2.1d) in all situations where the conditions for applications of
Stokes’ and Gauss’ theorem are fullfilled.
Charge continuity equation: let us apply a time derivative on (2.2d) and a diver-
gence operator on (2.2b). This yields
d∇ ·D
d t
=
dρ
d t
and
d∇ ·D
d t
= −∇ · J.
By combining the two equations, we obtain
∇ · J+ dρ
d t
= 0 or
d
d t
∫
V
ρdV = −
∫
∂ V
J · ndS. (2.3)
Therefore, no net charge can be produced. This is a fundamental principle in
physics which is implicitly included in Maxwell’s equations as has been shown.
As a direct consequence of (2.3) we see that (2.2b) is not independent of (2.2d). By
similar reasoning one also obtains that (2.2a) must be connected to (2.2c). Assum-
ing that charge conservation (2.3), Faraday’s law (2.2a), and Ampere’s law (2.2b)
hold, then Gauss’ law (2.2c) and Gauss’ law for magnetism (2.2d) hold for all times
if they hold for one time e.g. t0 = 0. Consequently, if the fields D and B are di-
vergence free at one instance in time, then, in the absence of currents J = 0, they
remain divergence free for all time.
Let us now comment on the unknowns of the system. The four fields E,D,B and
H result in a total of 12 field components, whereas the sources J and ρ result in
four components. Time dependent Maxwell’s equations (2.2a) and (2.2b) provide
6 equations whereas (2.3) provides one more equation. Therefore, the system is
under specified.
2.2 Material Laws
As has been stated in the previous section, we need additional equations to com-
plete our description of the propagation of electromagnetic waves. The fields E
and D as well as B and H are connected through material laws. In this work we
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restrict our investigations to material laws which model linear, isotropic, non-
dispersive, loss-free materials without time dependency, of the form
D (r, t) = ε (r)E (r, t) , (2.4a)
B (r, t) = µ (r)H (r, t) . (2.4b)
In addition, the current J is assumed to be connected to the electric field E through
Ohms law which we consider to be of the form
J (r, t) = κ (r)E (r, t) . (2.4c)
Here, the permittivity ε = ε0εr and the permeability µ = µ0µr characterize the
electric and the magnetic properties of the medium, respectively. The material con-
stants of the vacuum are ε0, µ0, and the vacuum speed of light is c = 1/
p
ε0µ0.
Their values are summarized in Table 2.2. With these additional 9 equations (2.4a)-
(2.4c) the system (2.2a)-(2.2d) is now properly specified. Note that for the con-
sidered case ε and µ are scalar functions and the conductivity is zero. For more
complicated materials ε, µ and κ could be tensorial with non-linear dependencies.
Property Value SI units
ε0 ∼ 8.854 · 10−12 [A s /(V m)]
µ0 4π · 10−6 [Vs/(Am)]
c 299792458 [m/s]
Table 2.2.: Numerical values and SI units of the fundamental constants.
From this point on we cast the equations into a dimensionless form (see. Ap-
pendix A). In this form, the medium specific speed of light v = 1/
p
εµ is free
of units.
2.3 Poynting’s Theorem
Let us now discuss the conservation of the electromagnetic energy. To derive this
we respectively multiply (2.2a) with H and (2.2b) with E, yielding
∇× E ·H= − dB
d t
·H= −1
2
d(B ·H)
d t
,
∇×H · E− J · E= dD
d t
· E= 1
2
d(D ·E)
d t
.
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Now, we subtract the first identity from the second yielding
1
2
d
d t
(B ·H+ E ·D)− J · E=∇×H ·E−∇× E ·H=∇ ·H× E.
Let us denote the energy density and the energy flux density, respectively by
E = 1
2
(D · E+H ·B) and S= E×H. (2.5)
We now may cast the previous equality into the following form
dE
d t
= −∇ · S− J · E. (2.6)
This is the energy balance in its differential form. By integrating (2.6) and applying
Gauss’ theorem we obtain the energy balance
d
d t
∫
V
EdV = −
∫
∂ V
S · n dS −
∫
V
J ·EdV, (2.7)
in its integral form, also known as Poynting’s theorem, which states that the total
electromagnetic energy in V in the absence of currents only changes due to an in-
flow or an outflow of energy through the boundaries ∂ V .
We will make extensive use of (2.7) later in the analysis of the numerical approxi-
mation.
2.4 Plane Waves
Let us now discuss a specific type of solutions of Maxwell’s equations. We con-
sider a homogeneous medium with ε = µ =const and κ = 0 in the absence of
charges ρ = 0 and currents J= 0 described by
∇× E = −µdH
d t
, (2.8a)
∇×H = ε dE
d t
, (2.8b)
∇ ·H = 0, (2.8c)
∇ · E = 0. (2.8d)
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In this scenario, we can combine Faraday’s law (2.8a) and Ampere’s law (2.8b)
into a homogeneous wave equation. We apply a curl operator to (2.8a) as well as
a vector identity yielding,
∇(∇ · E)−∇2E=∇× (∇× E) = −µd∇×H
d t
= − 1
v
2
d2E
d t2
.
In the last step we additionally applied Ampere’s law (2.8b). Since ∇ · E = 0 (in
the considered setting) this reduces to
∇
2E− 1
v
2
d2E
d t2
= 0. (2.9)
This equation is for instance solved by functions of the form
uE (r, t) = eψ (d · r− v t) where |e| = |d|= 1. (2.10)
Since the values of these functions are constant on planes perpendicular to d they
are called plane wave solutions. Plugging uE instead of E into (2.9), yields
∇
2uE =e d2
 
ψ′′ (d · r− v t)

=
1
v
2
 
v
2dψ′′ (d · r− v t)

=
1
v
2
d2u
d t2
E
.
This shows that uE solves the wave equation. In order for uE and uH to also fulfill
Ampere’s law (2.8b) these functions must be coupled. To show this let us plug uE
and uH into Ampere’s law (2.8b), resulting in
d× uE =∇× uE = µdu
d t
H
=
1
Z
uH .
This allows to determine uH from uE . Here, Z =
p
µ/ε is the intrinsic wave
impedance. By similar reasoning, (2.8a) and (2.8b) can be formulated into the
conditions
d · uE = 0 and d · uH = 0,
respectively. The resulting plane waves have electric and magnetic fields tangential
to the direction of propagation. Summarizing we find
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Theorem I (Plane Wave Solutions of Maxwell’s Equations)
Let d ∈ R3 with |d| = |e| = |h| = 1 as well as d · e = 0, d · h = 0 and
d× e = Z−1h. Then plane waves of the form
uE = eψ (d · r− v t) and uH = h
Z
ψ (d · r− v t) ,
satisfy (2.8a)-(2.8d).
Proof. By plugging these solutions into (2.8) we show that this ansatz fulfills
Maxwell’s equations.
1 Since d ·h = 0, the ansatz fulfills magnetic Gauss’ law
∇ · uH = d · hψ′ (r, t) = 0.
2 Since d · e = 0, the ansatz fulfills Gauss’ law in the absence of charges
∇ · uE = d · eψ′ (r, t) = 0.
3 Using d× e= Z−1h, we see that the ansatz fulfills Faraday’s law
∇× uE = d× eψ′ (r, t) = µv
Z
d× eψ′ (r, t) = µv hψ′ (r, t) = µdu
d t
H
.
4 Finally, the ansatz fulfills current free Ampere’s law in the absence of currents
∇× uH = 1
Z
d× hψ′ (r, t) = vεeψ′ (r, t) = −εdu
d t
E
.
Therefore the whole system of Maxwell’s equations (2.8a)- (2.8d) is fulfilled.
A plane wave satisfies Maxwell’s equations (2.8a)-(2.8c) and Gauss’ law(2.8d) in
the absence of charges ρ = 0 with electric and magnetic fields perpendicular to the
direction of propagation d. Moreover, the Poynting vector is given by
S= e× h= d |e| |h|.
Let us finally note that by the superposition principle for homogeneous linear
equations, also linear combinations of plane waves solve (2.8a)-(2.8d).
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2.5 Behavior of Electromagnetic Fields at Interfaces
So far we have discussed electromagnetic fields in a homogeneous continuum.
Let us now investigate their behavior at interfaces between two materials. To this
end we consider Maxwell’s equations (2.1a)-(2.1d) in their integral form over a
spatial domain of interest Ω ⊆ R3. Let this domain be divided by an interface Γ into
two sub-domains Ω1 and Ω2 with different constant materials (ε1,µ1) and (ε2,µ2),
respectively.
For magnetic Gauss law (2.1c) we consider an integration over the surface ∂Ω of Ω
as is depicted in Fig. 2.1 (left). To derive the behavior of the fields at the interface,
we take the limit ∆h1 → 0 from the left and ∆h2 → 0 from the right. By doing
so the contributions from surfaces ∂Ω that are orthogonal to the interface vanish.
What remains is
(n1B1 + n2B2)A= 0,
where A is the considered contact area of the domains. For Faraday’s law (2.1a) we
consider an integration over a contour τ of a plane S orthogonal to the interface.
By the limiting process ∆h1 → 0 and ∆h2 → 0 from the left and right respectively,
now the contributions on parts of S that are orthogonal to the interface vanish. As
a result we obtain
(n1 × E1 + n2 × E2) l = 0,
From these findings we deduce that the normal component of B and the tangential
component of E must be continuous, i.e.,
n1 · B1 + n2 · B2 = 0 (2.11a)
n1 × E1 + n2 × E2 = 0, . (2.11b)
where l is the contactline between the two areas. A similar investigation of (2.1c)
and (2.1b) reveals that the normal component of D and the tangential component
of H will jump
n1 ·D1 + n2 ·D2 = σ, (2.12a)
n1 ×H1 + n2 ×H2 = L, (2.12b)
if there is a surface charge density σ and surface current density L present. For the
considered scenario (2.8) σ = 0 and L = 0, meaning that the normal component
of D and the tangential component of H are continuous, too.
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Open Boundary Conditions: In some wave propagation scenarios it is necessary
to consider a domain which is embedded in a larger domain that is not simulated.
An optimal way to achieve this would be boundaries through which a wave passes
unaffected. These idealized Transparent Boundary Conditions (TBC) are difficult
to achieve in practice. At large distances the scattered field shows a behavior that
is described by the Silver-Müller radiation condition [6, 55, 70]
r
 
n× E− Z−1 n× (n×H)

→ 0 for r →∞.
This motivates to use Silver Müller Boundary Conditions (SM) of the form
n× E− Z1 n× (n×H) = 0, (2.16)
as an approximation of finite ∂Ω. If the direction of propagation of the outgoing
wave d is normal to the boundary (i.e. n ·d= 0) these SM result in a good approx-
imation that worsens for steeper angles between n and d.
In conclusion we can cast all boundary conditions into a generalized form
αE n× E− β E n× (n×H) = n× g (r, t) , (2.17a)
or alternatively
αH n×H+ βH n× (n× E) = n× g′ (r, t) . (2.17b)
In here, αE ,αH ,βE , and βH usually are constants (exept for changing boundary con-
ditions) whereas g (r, t) and g′ (r, t) are functions of space and time. The functions
g (r, t) and g′ (r, t) denote possible energy fluxes at the boundaries.
Chapter Resumé
In this chapter we have introduced the underlying equations and physical princi-
ples of this work. Let us summarize the outcome in the following problem definition
that we will consider in the remainder of this work.
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Problem I (Three Dimensional Scenario)
Solutions (E,H) of time-dependent Maxwell’s equations for linear, loss-free, non-
dispersive, time-invariant, isotropic media
∇× E= −µdH
d t
,
∇×H= εdE
d t
,
subject to appropriate boundary conditions such as
αEn× E− β En× (H× n) = n× g (r, t) on ∂Ω× I ,
as well as initial conditions
E(0) = E0 and H(0) = H0 on Ω× t0,
constrained by
∇ · E0 = 0 and ∇ ·H0 = 0,
describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the absence of charges and
currents.
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3 Trefftz Methods
“Wir kommen sofort zu einem
Analogon des Ritzschen Verfahrens,
indem wir die Lösung nicht wie bei
Ritz durch Funktionen
approximieren, welche den
Randbedingungen genügen, aber die
Differentialgleichung nicht erfüllen,
sondern solche Funktionen nehmen,
welche die Differentialgleichung
befriedigen, aber nicht die
Randbedingungen”.
Erich Trefftz (1926)
In the last century, the development of methods to approximate the solution
of PDE systems has played a very important role in academia. Here, problem
specific methods, such as the Trefftz methods, have gained a lot of attention by
engineers due to their good approximation behavior.
In this chapter, we introduce the basic concepts of Trefftz methods and motivate
the procedure that we use to develop a Trefftz method in the context of electrody-
namics. To this end, we first introduce the original Trefftz method in Section 3.1.
Subsequently, we survey some of the existing Trefftz methods in Section 3.2 and
classify our new method in this context in Section 3.3.
3.1 The Original Trefftz Method
One of the first systematic methods to approximate the solutions of complicated
physical problems has been developed in 1909 by Walter Ritz [80]. The Ritz
method is a variational method which is used to solve an underlying differen-
tial equation given by
D (u) = f in Ω, (3.1a)
B (u) = y on ∂Ω. (3.1b)
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Here, D is the corresponding differential operator that is approximated by trial
functions u, f is a right hand side, B is a boundary condition, and y a function
on the boundary. To solve the equation Ritz applied a testing testing procedure in
which he employed test functions w. Here, both B (u) = y and B (w) = 0 satisfy
boundary conditions.
A few years later, in 1926, Erich Trefftz adopted the original idea of Ritz but modi-
fied it slightly yielding a new method [88]. In his counter-piece to the original Ritz
method, Trefftz required trial and test functions to fulfill the underlying homoge-
neous differential equation, i.e. D(u) = D(w) = 0 and f = 0. Today, this method is
known as the Trefftz method.
At this point we can already deduce two necessary requirements to formulate a
Trefftz method:
1. Trial and test functions that exactly solve the underlying homogeneous par-
tial differential equation. The test functions must therefore lie in the
Null-space of D. The mentioned functions incorporate knowledge of the
underlying problem and are therefore problem specific. We will call these
functions Trefftz functions.
2. An underlying methodological framework that supports the application of
the previously mentioned Trefftz functions.
From this it is obvious that Trefftz methods can only be formulated if the underlying
differential operator has known elementary solutions. This is not possible for all
differential operators. In some scenarios a problem can be split into a part for
which solutions exist and another part for which no solutions exist. The first part
is then solved by Trefftz functions and the second part by non-Trefftz functions1.
3.2 Survey of Trefftz Methods
Since its first application to structural mechanics problems (i.e. the calculation
of stresses of various beams) the Trefftz method has been extended to various fields
inmechanics and fluid dynamics: there exist Trefftz methods for plate bending as
well as thick plate problems [39–41], elasticity problems [77, 86], problems gov-
erned by the Poisson equation [96], heat conduction problems [42] and recently
wave propagation problems [74, 92]. In combination to these rather applied works,
a bunch of purely theoretical results [23, 24, 26, 95] are available. Let us summa-
rize some of the major contributions of the mentioned works.
1 Methods of this type are sometimes called "hybrid Trefftz methods"; since this name is ambiguous
we will not use it.
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In his PhD thesis in 1973 [86] Erwin Stein created a modern version of the Trefftz
method. Herein, Stein incorporated the Trefftz method into a FEM framework in
order to precisely calculate the stresses acting on plates.
Shortly after that Jirousek constructed a new Trefftz FEM method in [41] and [39]
that employs coordinate functions which locally satisfy the underlying (non-
homogeneous) Lagrange equation in an element-wise fashion. These element-
wise solutions are glued together with generalized (not necessarily local) inter-
element boundary condition functions that connect adjacent nodes. In Jirouseks
notation these functions are called "frame functions". Since these initial works were
restricted to plate bending problems, Jirousek generalized the approach in [40]. In
the context of his work he pointed out that the solutions of the underlying problem
are solely defined on the frame of the mesh. Trefftz methods that are based on
Jirouseks approach are referred to as direct Trefftz methods.
In [96] and [95] Zielinski and Herrera have constructed a boundary based FEM
Trefftz method (originally for the Poisson equation). The method uses a decompo-
sition of the domain into sub-domains as is elaborated in [23] and [24]. Due to
the nature of the employed "Trefftz complete" functions the method only receives
contributions on the skeleton of the resulting mesh. This results in two solutions at
every element-interface from the two adjacent elements which are then fitted by a
collocation method. Due to the nature of the boundary fitting process, methods of
this kind are called indirect Trefftz methods. The difference between the direct
and indirect methods was later elaborated by Herrera in [26].
In [77] Piltner incorporated a representation of singular and non-singular solu-
tions of a crack propagation problem into a variational scheme. The development
of these solutions has been previously outlined in [76]. In particular, Piltner was
able to formulate a systematic approach to expand the solutions in terms of har-
monic polynomials, suitable for a Gaussian integration in the numerical scheme.
In [75] Petrolito applied polynomial and non-polynomial Trefftz functions to a FEM
method used for thick plate bending processes. By the application of Trefftz func-
tions, Petrolito was able to a priori avoid some of the problems that have previously
limited the numerical simulations.
Let us turn our attention to the works of Farhat, Petersen, Wang, and Tezaur. In [74]
Farhat, Petersen and Tezaur developed a (1+1)-dimensional2 space-time method
that employs "transport polynomials", i.e. polynomial plane waves, in order to solve
the acoustic wave equation. The method is formulated in the context a the DG
framework. Farhat et al. decided to implement the inter-element continuity in
terms of Lagrange multipliers. As a result, the contributions from the constant
2 We use the notation (d+1)-dimensional to emphasize that a space-time method with d spatial
dimensions and one time dimension is used.
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element-basis functions need to be globally reconstructed in a post-processing step.
In the follow-up work [92], Farhat, Wang, and Tezaur have extended the method
to a (2+1)-dimensional (and partially to a (3+1)-dimensional) setting. The latter
work contains a discussion on some of the properties of the applied transport poly-
nomial basis, such as a prove of their linear independence.
In addition to these "strict" Trefftz methods, numerous methods that partially apply
Trefftz functions have been developed. For instance Novak et al. [72] have devel-
oped an approach to the propagation of cracks in concrete. The cracks have been
simulated as perturbances on top of a mean-field simulation that employs Trefftz
functions similar to those of Piltner.
In the context of the Poisson equation Chen et al. [12] have been able to show an
equivalence between the solution obtained with a Trefftz method and that obtained
by means of Greens functions. The result is based on the similarity of the applied
fundamental solutions.
Let us now turn to Trefftz methods in the context of electrodynamics. There
exist some works on frequency-domain problems governed by the homoge-
neous Helmholtz equation [31, 68, 69] as well as Maxwell’s equations [5, 32,
33, 38, 68, 90]; and on time-domain problems governed by Maxwell’s equa-
tions [14, 15, 47, 48]. Let us discuss the contributions of the authors once again a
little more detailed.
In [90] Igor Tsukerman incorporated several types of Trefftz functions into the
Flexible Local Approximation Method (FLAME) framework which was previously
developed in [89]. The Trefftz functions employed here are solely evaluated at the
nodes of the numerical grid. Note that the resulting Trefftz-FLAME method is a
non-variational FDTD method. Tsukerman et al. obtained very rapid convergence,
in particular a sixth order convergence for specific scattering problems using a n-
point stencil. In addition to this basic version of Trefftz-FLAME, Tsukerman et al.
developed several extensions such as an adaptive version in [38].
Moiola, Hiptmair, and Perugia established a frequency-domain Trefftz method for
the Helmholtz equation in [31]. They employed non-polynomial plane wave so-
lutions that were previously introduced in [69] as Trefftz functions. In this work
a priori error estimates in the case of p-refinement were developed. The analysis
leads to best approximation errors. In the two-dimensional case these errors are
independent of the choice of directions of the plane waves, whereas in the three-
dimensional case only specific directional choices are allowed. In later works the
analysis was extended to Maxwell’s equations in [32]. In addition locally refined
meshes were considered in [33]. Here, the error was found to be dependent on the
frequencyω and the spatial size of the cell h (but works for allωh). The PhD thesis
of Andrea Moiola [68] summarizes all important findings and provides background
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information.
Independently from the works of Moiola et al., Badics et al. [5] have developed
another frequency-domain Trefftz method. In this method Badics also employs
plane waves as Trefftz functions. However, a non-specified polynomial version of
the plane waves is used. The implementation is subsequently analyzed in terms of
performance.
Before we conclude this survey chapter, let us mention that there already exists a
number of different surveys and overviews of different Trefftz methods that were
developed in the time between 1973 and 2000. In particular the detailed works by
Ruge [82], Jirousek [43], and Herrera [25], as well as the summary work by Kita
et al. [46] provide a good overview.
3.3 A Trefftz Method for Maxwell’s Equations
The work [48] is the beginning of our contribution to the topic. Herein, a (1+1)-
dimensional DG Trefftz method for time-domain electromagnetic problems was
introduced. The employed Trefftz functions are polynomial plane waves similar
to those applied by Farhat et al. The method exhibits exponential convergence
of the approximation error in the L2-norm under p-refinement and optimal con-
vergence rates under h-refinement. In addition to these numerical convergence
experiments, a Trefftz basis for non-homogeneous materials was developed here.
In [15], the previously discovered method is extended to a (3+1)-dimensional
version and subsequently classified into a general DG framework. Furthermore,
substantial properties such as stability and well-posedness have been shown. In ad-
dition a general construction procedure for polynomial basis functions is proposed.
In [14], we have proposed a new type of TBC in the DG-Trefftz context; by exploit-
ing essential knowledge of the transport basis functions, i.e. knowledge of their
directions, we were able to obtain transparent boundaries with very small errors
due to reflections. In a cooperation with Moiola and Perugia [47], we compared
the Trefftz method with a non Trefftz method. The Trefftz method outperforms the
conventional method due to a smaller number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF) for
equivalent relative errors. In addition to this comparison a priori error estimates
for the (1+1)-dimensional Maxwell system have been developed in [47].
Let us put our contributions into the general context of Trefftz methods: The under-
lying equations significantly influence the type of the used Trefftz method because
they determine which Trefftz functions are used. From this point of view, our
method is different from those applied by Jirousek, Herrera, Zielinski, Petrolino
and Piltner, since we are considering Maxwell’s equations. In addition, we im-
plement Trefftz functions into a DG framework which has not been done by the
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mentioned authors. For the latter reason the Trefftz FLAME framework by Tsuker-
man et al. is also different to our method, since a non-variational FDTD formulation
has been used here. The DG methods by Moiola and Farhat however show signif-
icant similarities to our method. Let us now shortly outline the development of
the Trefftz method in this work as discussed in Section 3.1, every Trefftz method
needs two essential building blocks: Trefftz functions and a suitable underlying
framework. In Chapter 4 we will therefore develop polynomial Trefftz functions
that solve Problem I and combine them with a suitable DG method in Chapter 5.
The procedure follows our approach from [15].
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4 Polynomial Solutions of Maxwell’s
Equations
The choice of an appropriate basis is an essential task in the formulation of a
numerical method. For this purpose, polynomial basis functions are particularly
attractive, since they can be integrated exactly. In this chapter we will develop
polynomial functions that solve Maxwell’s equations, proceeding as follows:
We first survey some of the already existing procedures to develop such functions
in Section 4.1. Consequently, in Section 4.2 we discuss some of the basic properties
of the resulting basis as well as a way to generate polynomial solutions from already
existing polynomials. In Section 4.3 we then introduce a second way to directly
generate a Trefftz basis in terms of polynomial plane waves.
4.1 Survey of Polynomial Trefftz Basis Sets
There exist various types of basic sets of polynomials that solve certain un-
derlying equations. These include polynomial solutions for the wave equa-
tion [34, 57, 58, 61, 64, 65], the heat equation [2, 49, 81], the plate vibration
equation [50, 60], the beam vibration equation [3], and thermoelasticity equa-
tions [59]. In addition to that some authors have focused on developing techniques
to generate solving polynomials for general differential equations [34, 66, 81]. Let
us summarize some of the major contributions of the corresponding works in the
following.
In 1955 Miles and Williams developed a basic set of harmonic polynomials of order
p with k variables that solve the Laplace equation [64, 65]. Subsequently, associ-
ated polynomials that solve a homogeneous wave equation were derived. Here, the
maximum number of polynomials was found to depend on the number of variables
k and the order p. In the proceeding work [66], Miles and Williams developed a
procedure to construct polynomials that solve partial differential equations which
are described by an abstract differential operator. These solving polynomials can
be constructed from any polynomial by iteratively applying the underlying differ-
ential operator n-times until the original polynomial vanishes. The sum of these n
intermediate results then constitutes the solving polynomial.
A few years, later in [34] Horvat unified the approach of Miles and Williams with
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some already existing approaches to an algebraic method. As a result, recurrence
formulas between solution polynomials could be calculated.
In [81] Rosenbloom has developed a technique to derive associated functions that
solve the heat equation. These associated functions consist of a combination of
fundamental solutions and "heat polynomials", i.e. polynomials that satisfy the heat
equation. Here, the heat polynomials are found by a power series expansion of a
suitable generating function, that solves the heat equation.
Just a few years ago Maciag et al. [61] further developed Rosenblooms approach.
In addition to the construction of solving polynomials from a generating function
by a power series, they added a second procedure in which a Taylor series ex-
pansion is applied instead. This approach has then been applied by Maciag et al.
to several applications [2, 3, 49, 50, 59, 60], including wave propagation prob-
lems [57, 58, 61]. In [61], "wave polynomials", i.e. polynomials that solve the wave
equation, as well as recurrence relations, were constructed for a two-dimensional
wave equation. The construction has then been extended to the three-dimensional
wave equation in [57], and used in several applications including inverse prob-
lems [58].
In this work we introduce two different ways to construct a polynomial Trefftz ba-
sis for Maxwell’s equations. First, we show how to derive a suitable polynomial
Trefftz basis from an already existing polynomial basis (containing basis functions
that do not solve the underlying equations). This approach is very closely related
to that of Miles [66], and can be seen as an extension of it to Maxwell’s equations.
Secondly, we directly generate polynomial solutions from the already known plane
wave functions (see Theorem I). Since we apply no expansion here, this approach
is different to that of Maciag et al. [61].
4.2 Polynomial Trefftz Spaces
In this section we summarize some of the findings of [15]. Here, we introduce
the space of polynomials that solve Problem I in an abstract manner first. We call
this space the polynomial Trefftz space corresponding to Problem I1.
Trefftz space: Before we start with the discussion of the polynomial Trefftz space,
let us define the term "Trefftz space". Assume a certain physical problem that is
described by a homogeneous PDE containing a known differential operator over a
space time domain of interest.
1 For the sake of simplicity we will omit the explicit notion of the underlying Problem from now
on.
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Definition I (Space Time Domain)
Let Ω ⊆ Rd be the spatial domain of interest and I ⊆ R the considered time
interval, then Q = Ω× I is called the space-time domain of interest.
The Trefftz space corresponding to this problem is composed of all functions u that
solve this PDE system (in our case Maxwell’s equations); therefore, these u lie in
the null-space of the differential operator. For our considered Problem I we can
explicitly state the Trefftz space as
Definition II (Trefftz Space)
The Trefftz Space corresponding to Problem I in the space-time domainQ = Ω×I,
is
T (Q) ≡

F(E,H) : Ω× I −→ Rl with ∇× E+ d
d t
(εH) = 0,
∇×H− d
d t
(εE) = 0, ∇ · E0 = 0 and ∇ ·H0 = 0
	
.
The functions F ∈ T (Q) that lie in this space are called Trefftz functions.
Polynomial Trefftz space: Let us now proceed to the discussion of the "polynomial
Trefftz space". This is the subspace of a Trefftz space which only contains polynomi-
als. For Problem I it reads
Definition III (Polynomial Trefftz Space)
The polynomial version of the Trefftz Space from Definition II with functions of
maximum order p in the discrete space-time domain Q = Ω× I where Ω ⊂ Rd ,
Tp(Q)≡
§
F ∈

Pp(Q)
l
: F ∈ T (Q)
ª
,
is composed of all possible polynomial Trefftz functions Fp ∈ Tp(Q) with l vecto-
rial components.
The functions Fp ∈ Tp (Q) lying in this space are called polynomial Trefftz func-
tions. As we will see in a moment, these functions need to be vectorial functions.
Notation: We denote a polynomial space defined over a set D ⊆ Rd by [Pp(D)]l .
Here, p denotes the maximum order of the constituting polynomials with l vectorial
components and d is the dimension of the underlying set. Following the reasoning
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of [34], this polynomial space can be spanned by linearly independent combina-
tions of monomials. For instance, in a two-dimensional space depending on x and
y these would read
1 p=0
x y p=1
x2 x y y2 p=2
x3 x2 y x y2 y3 p=3
..
. ...
. . .
...
This leads to a linear system of equations; the total number of possible equations
determines the dimension and reads
dimPp(D)
l = l ·

p+ d
d

where D ⊆ Rd . (4.1)
In the remainder of this work we consider polynomials that are defined in a refer-
ence cell Qn = K × I n; where, I n = [tn−1, tn] is the considered time interval and
K ⊂ Rd is a (discrete) spatial cell. Let us restrict our considerations to a (3+1)-
dimensional setting, i.e. l = 6 from now on2.
Characterization: let us characterize the behavior of the fields that satisfy
Maxwell’s equations in the following Lemma
Lemma I (Characterization) (see Theorem 8 of [15])
For every F˜ =
 
E˜, H˜
6 ∈ Pp(K) there exists a unique F = (E,H) ∈ Tp(Qn) with
E
 
tn−1

= E˜ and H (tn) = H˜.
Proof. Let F= (E,H) be in Tp(Q
n). Then, E and H can be expanded as
E (r, t) =
p∑
m=0
ep−m(r) (v (t − tn))m and H (r, t) =
p∑
m=0
hp−m(r) (v (t − tn))m ,
where ep−m(r),hp−m(r) ∈ P3p−m(K) are spatial polynomials of order m. Let us use
the definition E (tn) = E˜ and H (tn) = H˜ to write
ep (r) = E (r, t
n) and hp (r) = H (r, t
n) .
2 For two and one dimensional spatial domains, the number of vectorial components is l = 3 and
2, respectively.
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If we insert this and the temporal derivatives
dE
d t
=
p∑
m=0
mv em(r) (v (t − tn))m−1 and
dH
d t
=
p∑
m=0
mv hm(r) (v (t − tn))m−1 ,
into Maxwell’s equations, and compare powers of t we obtain
mvεep−m =∇× hp−m+1 and mvεhp−m = −∇× ep−m+1,
for all m = 1 . . . p.
This means that we can pick fields (E(tn),H(tn)) at one instance in time tn and
then propagate them in time. Therefore, we separate the temporal and the spatial
parts of the fields. As a result we can efficiently generate a Trefftz basis in the
following manner; first, we choose a Trefftz basis for the values F˜= (E˜, H˜) ∈ P(K)6
at an initial time and then propagate all fields of the constituting basis functions in
time. This construction reveals, that the number of basis functions needed to span
the Trefftz space does not change with time and that the fields E and H must be
coupled. Let us elucidate these two findings that determine the dimension as well
as the construction of one possible basis in the following.
Dimension: in the field expansion of the proof of Theorem I the time variable has
been separated from the spatial part and remained as a multiplicative propagation
factor. Therefore, the number of basis functions needed to span the Trefftz space
does not change with time. Consequently, the dimension of Tp(Q) is solely de-
termined by the spatial part. In the absence of constraints this dimension can be
determined by setting d = 3 and l = 6 in (4.1). The resulting dimension is
Theorem II (Dimension) (see Theorem 13 of [15] )
The Trefftz space Tp(Q) corresponding to Problem I with p being the maximum
order of the constituting Trefftz functions and Q = K × I being the considered
space-time domain over a spatial domain of interest K ⊂ R3 has the dimension
dimTp(Q) =
(p+ 2) (p+ 1)
3
(2p+ 9) .
Proof. In the absence of constraints we consider (4.1) with p, d = 3 and l = 6. This
yields a total of
(p+ 3)(p+ 2)(p+ 1),
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equations. From E0 ∈ Pp(K)3 we deduce ∇ · E0 ∈ Pp−1(K). Therefore we must
consider (4.1) with p− 1, d = 3 and l = 1 resulting in
1
6
(p+ 2)(p+ 1)p,
equations. The same is true for ∇ ·H0 = 0, yielding a total of (p + 2)(p + 1)p/3
constraints. By subtracting this number from (p + 3)(p + 2)(p + 1) we obtain the
assumption.
Note that this dimension is a general result and must hold for every polynomial
Trefftz space (with d = 3 and l = 6). The number of basis functions for a fixed
order p is consequently given by
dimTp(Q)− dimTp−1(Q) = 2 (p+ 1) (p + 3) . (4.2)
Construction: following the proof of Theorem I, every polynomial Trefftz basis
function Fp = (E,H) ∈ Tp(Q) can be constructed by an expansion
Fp (r, t) =
p∑
m=0

 ep−m(r)
Z−1 hp−m(r)

 (v t)m . (4.3)
The spatial parts of the Trefftz functions em and hm are connected via the recurrence
relations
ep−m =
1
m
∇× hp−m+1 and hp−m = −
1
m
∇× ep−m+1. (4.4)
This allows to consequtively compute e and h by
E˜ = ep → hp−1 → ep−2 → hp−3 → ep−4 . . .
H˜ = hp → ep−1 → hp−2 → ep−3 → hp−4 . . . .
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Let us illustrate how to construct a Trefftz basis from a set of linearly indepen-
dent polynomials that are exactly of order p.
For order p = 0 we require a total of six basis functions according to (4.2). Here,
the expansion (4.4) reads
F0 (r, t) =

 e0(r)
Z−1 h0(r)

 ,
and the Trefftz basis is directly given by the six constant polynomials in Table 4.1
without any manipulations.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
e0
i

 10
0



 01
0



 00
1



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0


h0
i

 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 10
0



 01
0



 00
1


Table 4.1.: Polynomial Trefftz functions that constitute a zero order Trefftz basis.
For order p = 1 the dimension following from (4.2) is 16. In this case the summa-
tion (4.4) contains two terms
F1 (r, t) =

 e1(r)
Z−1 h1(r)

+

 e0(r)
Z−1 h0(r)

 (v t)1 .
Here, the divergence free polynomial functions in Table 4.2 constitute a basis, that
is however not yet a Trefftz basis.
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i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
e1
i

 0x
0



 00
x



 y0
0



 00
y



 z0
0



 0z
0



 x−y
0



 0−y
z


h1
i

 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . . 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
. . .

 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . .

 0x
0



 00
x



 y0
0



 00
y



 z0
0



 0z
0



 x−y
0



 0−y
z


Table 4.2.: Linearly independent polynomials that form a basis of order one.
Let us now explicitly execute the Trefftz function construction procedure for the
first basis function of Table 4.2. Here, e1
1
= (0, x , 0)T and h1
1
= (0, 0, 0)T .
By application of the recurrence relations (4.4) we obtain e0
1
= (0, 0, 0)T and
h0
1
= (0, 0,−1)T . The resulting polynomial Trefftz basis function is therefore given
by F1
1
= (E1
1
,H1
1
)T = ((0, x , 0), (0, 0,−v t))T All other Trefftz basis functions that
follow these functions are listed in Table 4.3.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
E1
i

 0x
0



 00
x



 y0
0



 00
y



 z0
0



 0z
0



 x−y
0



 0−y
z


ZH1
i

 00
−v t



 0v t
0



 00
v t



 −v t0
0



 0−v t
0



 v t0
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . . 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
. . .

 00
v t



 0−v t
0



 00
−v t



 v t0
0



 0v t
0



 −v t0
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . .

 0x
0



 00
x



 y0
0



 00
y



 z0
0



 0z
0



 x−y
0



 0−y
z


Table 4.3.: Polynomial Trefftz basis functions of order one.
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For order p = 2 we need 30 basis functions (according to (4.2)). The expan-
sion (4.3) for each polynomial Trefftz basis function reads
F1 (r, t) =

 e2(r)
Z−1 h2(r)

+

 e1(r)
Z−1 h1(r)

 (v t)1 +

 e0(r)
Z−1 h0(r)

 (v t)2 .
An appropriate basis function is composed of e2
1
= (0, x2, 0) and h2
1
= (0, 0, 0). By
using the recurrence relations (4.3) we obtain e1
1
= (0, 0, 0) and h1
1
= (0, 0,−2x)
and, subsequently e0
1
= (0, 1, 0) and h0
1
= (0, 0, 0). The resulting polynomial Trefftz
basis function is F2
1
= (E2
1
,H2
1
)T = ((0, x2 + (v t)2, 0), (0, 0,−2v x t))T . A complete
list of the order two basis functions and the corresponding Trefftz basis functions
can be found in Appendix B. This Trefftz basis construction procedure can now
be simply applied on basis sets of p > 2; With this we can construct Trefftz basis
functions for arbitrary orders p.
Stability: in the final part of this chapter we comment on stability over a time-
slab. To this end, we consider a spatial partition of the domain Ωh ≡ T (Ω) over
a time interval I n and investigate the evolution of the electromagnetic energy in
an arbitrary spatial element K ∈ Ωh over a time interval I n. Note that ‖ · ‖K and
‖ · ‖K×In denote the L2-norms over K and K × I n, respectively.
Theorem III (Stability) (see Theorem 11 of [15])
Let K ∈ Ωh be an arbitrary regular, geometry-conforming, nonoverlapping ele-
ment and Qn = K × I n denote the corresponding space-time element. Then for
all (En,Hn) ∈ Tp(Qn) there holds
ε‖En‖2
K×In +µ‖H
n‖2
K×In ≤ C(p, K, I n)
 
ε‖E(tn−1)‖2K + µ‖H(tn−1)‖2K

with a constant C(p, K , I n) only depending on the polynomial degree, the spatial
element, the size of the time interval, and the material parameters.
Proof. The energy argument yields
1
2
d
d t

ε‖E‖2K + µ‖H‖2K

= (∇×H,E)K − (∇× E,H)K
= (n×H,E)∂ K ≤ ‖H‖∂ K‖E‖∂ K ≤ c
 
ε‖E‖2K +µ‖H‖2K

.
For the last estimate, we used a discrete trace inequality [27] and Young’s inequal-
ity.
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By employing Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain
ε‖E(t)‖2K + ε‖H(t)‖2K ≤ ec|t−t
n−1 | ε‖E(tn−1)‖2K + ε‖H(tn−1)‖2K.
The assertion of the theorem follows by integration with respect to the time vari-
able.
Note, that this result is the first step to derive a stability estimate for the numerical
method in the next chapter.
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4.3 Transport Polynomials
In the following, we discuss a direct construction of a Trefftz basis in terms of
polynomial plane waves that are polynomial versions of the electromagnetic plane
waves introduced in Definition I. This construction procedure is different to that
described in the previous Section 4.2. Note at this point, that Farhat et al. have
employed a similar form of these solutions for acoustic wave problems [74, 92]. In
this context the polynomial plane waves are scalar functions that exhibit a transport
character (d ·r−v t) in direction d; For this reason these functions are called trans-
port polynomials.
Suitable polynomial solutions for Problem I can be derived from Definition I. In
contrast to their accoustic counterparts, the transport polynomials required here
need to be vector valued functions with coupled electric and magnetic fields corre-
sponding to propagating plane waves.
Definition IV (Transport Polynomials)
For a given order p the transport polynomial that describes the propagation of
a plane wave in direction di with |di | = 1 reads
F (r, t)
p
i
=

ei
Z−1hi

φ (r, t)
p
i
where φ (r, t)
p
i
= (di · r− v t)p .
(D IV)
Here, the electric and magnetic field vectors fulfill ei · di = hi · di = 0 and
di × ei = Z−1hi .
Theorem IV (Solutions of Maxwell’s Equations)
Let F (r, t)
p
i
be a transport polynomial as defined in Definition IV, then it
solves Problem I.
Proof. The assumption directly follows from Theorem I by inserting F (r, t)p
i
.
In Definition IV the properties of the material, i.e. ε and µ enter the basis function
through the velocity v = 1/
p
εµ and the intrinsic impedance Z =
p
µ/ε. Here the
transport character is expressed by the scalar function φ(r, t)p
i
and the vectorial
character by (ei , Z
−1hi)
T . Note that these transport polynomials can also be writ-
ten in terms of the monomial functions from the previous section.
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4.4 Construction of a Basis in terms of Transport Polynomials
Let us introduce one way to systematically assemble appropriate transport poly-
nomials for a basis. According to Definition IV the three constituting vectors of
each transport polynomial Fp
i
must fulfill di · ei = di · hi = 0 and di × ei = Z−1hi .
This is the case if ei , hi and di lie on the x ,y and z axis of a right handed Carte-
sian coordinate system for instance. From this initial constellation we can generate
appropriate constituting vectors for transport polynomials in other directions by
applying three Eulerian rotations. Here, we first apply a rotation around the z axis
with an angle αi , followed by a rotation around the y axis with an angle βi and
a final rotation around the z axis with an angle αi, as depicted in Fig. 4.1 The
resulting vectors read
ei =

 cos2 (βi)− sin2 (βi) cos (αi)− cos (βi) sin (βi) (1+ cos (αi))
− sin (αi) sin (βi)

 , (4.5a)
for the electric field and
hi =

 cos (βi) sin (βi) (1+ cos (αi))− sin2 (βi) + cos2 (βi) cos (αi)
sin (αi) cos (βi)

 , (4.5b)
for the magnetic field, which results in a direction of propagation
di =

 − sin (αi) sin (βi)− sin (αi) cos (βi)
cos (αi)

 . (4.5c)
Note, that this is not the only choice of ei and hi for a certain direction di since ei
and hi can lie in the whole plane orthogonal to di . Assuming that we already picked
one set of suitable fields for a direction by the described procedure, then only one
more linearly independent choice e′
i
and h′
i
can be picked; For instance one can
choose the vectors e′
i
and h′
i
for a different polarization by an additional rotation
of π/2 in the green plane. However, if one is interested in only one polarization it
makes more sense to enrich the basis with functions that contain more directions,
of course.
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Order Layer βi α j # Transport Polynomials
p=1
m=1 ± 1
6
π 0, 2
3
π, 4
3
π 2 · 3= 6
16
m=2 ± 26π 0, 25π, 45π, 65π, 85π 2 · 5= 10
p=2
m=0 36π 0,
2
3π,
4
3π 6
30m=1 ± 16π 0, 25π, 45π, 65π, 85π 2 · 5= 10
m=2 ± 26π 0, 27π, 47π, 67π, 87π, 107 π, 127 π 2 · 7= 14
p=3
m=1 ± 19π 0, 23π, 43π 2 · 3= 6
48
m=2 ± 29π 0, 25π, 45π, 65π, 85π 2 · 5= 10
m=3 ± 39π 0, 27π, 47π, 67π, 87π, 107 π, 127 π 2 · 7= 14
m=4 ± 49π 0, 29π, 49π, 69π, 89π, 109 π, 129 π, 149 π, 169 π 2 · 9= 18
Table 4.4.: A possible choice of suitable angles for a basis in terms of transport
polynomials corresponding to plane waves with one polarization.
Two-dimensional scenario: In the two-dimensional case Definition IV reduces to
F2d (x , y, t)
p
i
=

e2d
Z−1h2d
 
d2d − v t
p
. (4.6)
Here, we consider both d2d = (dx , dy)
T and h2d = (hx , hy )
T to be in the x y-plane
r2D = (x , y)T and consequently e2d = ez . The two-dimensional polynomial space
over Qn = K × I n with K ⊂ R2 has dimension
dimTp(Q) = (p+ 3) (p+ 1) , (4.7)
and consequently 2p+3 basis functions for a certain oder p. One choice to construct
a basis in terms of transport polynomials is to equidistantly distribute the directions
of the basis functions in the x y-plane. This choice is depicted in Fig. 4.2 for the first
four orders. As mentioned before this choice makes sense, if there is no prefered
direction present.
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Degree 1
x
y
•bd1
0
•bd1
1
• bd1
2
• bd13•
bd1
4
Degree 2
x
y
• bd2
0
•
bd2
1•
bd2
2
•bd23
•bd2
4
•bd2
5
•bd2
6
Degree 3
x
y
•bd3
0
•bd3
1 •bd3
2
•bd3
3
• bd3
4
• bd35
•
bd3
6•
bd3
7
•bd38
Degree 4
x
y
• bd4
0
• bd41•
bd4
2•
bd4
3
•
bd4
4
•bd45
•bd4
6 •bd4
7
•bd4
8
•bd4
9
•bd4
10
Figure 4.3.: Choice of directions for the two-dimensional basis in terms of transport
polynomials for orders p = 1, 2, 3, 4. For a fixed order p there exists a total of 2p+3
basis functions. The corresponding electric fields e2d p
i
and magnetic h2dp
i
fields can
subsequently be constructed as shown in Fig. 4.1.
One-dimensional scenario: One-dimensional transport polynomials describe
waves with two vectorial components traveling in one direction that can be x for
instance (see. [48]). The two corresponding vectorial components can be E1d = Ez
and H1d = H y for instance. The resulting transport polynomial reads
F1d (x , t)p± =

e1d
±Z−1h1d

(±x − v t)p , (4.8)
and corresponds to a wave that travels in direction +x or −x . The basis contains
2(p + 1) polynomials with 2 functions per order p.
Let us illustrate the effect of different media on the transport polynomials at this
point. In a vacuum ε = µ = 1 the medium speed of light is v = 1. A plane wave
propagates in free space at a 45 degree space-time angle. The basis that is suitable
to describe this scenario is depicted in Fig. 4.4 (left side). In a medium with ε = 4
and µ = 1 the medium speed of light is v = 1/2. In this medium space-time angle
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of a propagating wave decreases to 22.5 degrees. For this scenario the basis is
depicted in Fig. 4.4 (right side).
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Figure 4.4.: Electric fields of the one-dimensional transport polynomials of orders
p = 0, 1, 2, 3; in a vacuum (i.e. ε = 1 and µ = 1) on the left and a medium (i.e.
ε = 4 and µ = 1) on the right.
Chapter Resumé
In this chapter we have discussed polynomial Trefftz type basis functions corre-
sponding to Problem I and introduced two possible ways to systematically construct
them. In the remainder of this work we will apply a Trefftz basis in terms of trans-
port polynomials.
To this end we have first defined the appropriate Trefftz space in Definition II and
the corresponding polynomial Trefftz space in Definition III. Then we have char-
acterized the behavior of the considered fields in Lemma I. From this we have
obtained the dimension of the polynomial Trefftz space in Theorem II; And a pro-
cedure to construct a polynomial Trefftz basis from a already existing polynomial
basis by an expansion of the constituing fields (4.3) and application of derived re-
currence relations (4.4).
In the final part of this chapter we have introduced our Trefftz basis of choice,
that is in terms of transport polynomials (see Definition IV) as well as one possible
way of construction. Subsequently, we have outlined two- and one-dimensional
versions.
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5 Discrete Approximations of
Maxwell’s Equations
In this chapter we introduce the framework for the DGT method. To this end,
we proceed as follows.
In the first Section 5.1 we create a short survey of some popular numerical frame-
works. From these possibilities, we select the DG framework to be suited for our
endeavor. In Section 5.2, we then state our underlying DG method in an abstract
manner and introduce some of its inherent properties. Subsequently, we combine
this DG method with the previously developed polynomial Trefftz basis in Sec-
tion 5.3. In Section 5.4 we will then explicitly state a numerical scheme based on
this method.
5.1 Survey of Numerical Methods
Let us discuss some of the frequently used methods in computational electro-
magnetism. Before we start, let us remark that there exists no "best method" in
general. A certain method can only be well suited for a considered application.
Yee scheme: one of the first schemes in computational electromagnetism is the
scheme developed by Kane Yee in 1966 [94]. The Yee-scheme is an FDTD method
in which the electric field E and the magnetic field H are discretized on the edges
and faces of a hexaherdal grid. In the original version Yee applied a "leap-frog" time
stepping scheme for the time update and first order difference quotients for the
spatial derivatives. Due to its local, explicit structure, the Yee scheme is very fast
and well suited for parallelization. However, high precision and the treatment of
complicated geometries are problematic.
Finite Integration Technique: another widely used method that has been devel-
oped by Thomas Weiland in 1977 [93] is the Finite Integration Technique (FIT).
In FIT, the fields are implemented as integrated quantities. Here, the fields E and
B are defined on the edges and faces of a primal grid and the fields H and D on the
edges and faces of a dual grid. In FIT all benefits of the Yee scheme are prevailed.
For hexahedral grids the method is second order. However, difficult geometries re-
main a challenge.
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Finite Element Method: a third class of methods are the FEM that have been de-
veloped by pioneers such as Olgried Zienkiewicz [97] in the fifties. In FEM the
underlying equation system is transformed into a weak formulation by first mul-
tiplying the original equation by trial functions, then integrating over elements of
a mesh and finally approximating the physical fields by basis functions. This pro-
cedure leads to a linear system that is then solved. In contrast to the previously
discussed three methods, FEM (potentially) is a high order method that is appli-
cable to complicated geometries. However, to ensure continuity requirements of
electromagnetic fields over the cell boundaries, usually special elements such as
Nedelec elements [1] are applied in standard FEM.
5.2 A Discontinuous Galerkin Framework
In connection to the previous discussion, let us now state our method of choice.
In order to employ the polynomial basis functions developed in the previous chap-
ter, this method must be a high order method that allows the employment of locally
defined basis functions1. By the first argument both the Yee-scheme and FIT dis-
qualify as suitable choices. Herein, only FEM is a high-order method, but also not
completely suited in its standard form, due to the additional continuity require-
ment to the elements.
A framework that drops this additional requirement is the DG framework that has
been originally applied by Reed and Hill [79] as well as Raviart [53] in 1973 to the
neutron transport equation. Just as in FEM, a weak formulation of the problem is
derived. However, in DG the continuity requirements of the fields are weakly en-
forced by means of averaging flux terms at the traces of the elements. This makes
the DGmethod highly flexible and particularly allows the employment of local basis
functions. In this section we will introduce our specific DG method.
Constituents of the Discontinuous Galerkin Method
As a prelude of the complete discussion of the discontinuous Galerkin method
let us shortly derive the element-wise constituents of the method in a local refer-
ence element K over a time interval I n corresponding to Problem I. Following the
1 Note that there also exist FDTD methods such as for instance the FLAME framework by Tsuker-
man et al. that employ Trefftz functions. However, we do not consider these methods here.
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standard Galerkin construction, we multiply Maxwell’s equations with sufficiently
smooth test functions (v ,w ) and integrate the result over space and time∫
In
∫
K
§
∇× E+µ∂H
∂ t

·w−

∇×H− ε∂ E
∂ t

· v
ª
dV dt = 0. (5.1)
Subsequently, we perform an integration by parts yielding∫
In
∫
K
§
(E · (∇×w)−H · (∇× v))−

(µH)
∂w
∂ t
+ (µE)
∂ v
∂ t
 ª
dV dt (5.2)
+
∫
In
∫
∂ K
(n× E∗ ·w− n×H∗ · v ) dS dt
+
∫
K
 
µH˜ ·w+ εE˜ · v
 tn+1
tn dV = 0, (5.3)
with E∗ and H∗ being the spatial fluxes and E˜ and H˜ the temporal fluxes. In the
first line of (5.2) we identify four terms that are integrated over space and time
whereas the second line contains two terms at the spatial and two terms at the
temporal boundary, respectively. Following Monk [35, 36] we integrate (5.2) once
again yielding the ultra-weak formulation∫
In
∫
K
§
∇× E+µ∂H
∂ t

·w+

∇×H− ε∂ E
∂ t

· v
ª
dV dt (5.4)
+
∫
In
∫
∂ K
(n× (E∗ − E) ·w− n× (H∗ −H) · v )∂ K dS dt
+
∫
K
 
µ
 
H˜−H

·w+ ε
 
E˜− E

· v
 tn+1
tn
dV = 0.
Notice, that the differential operators in the terms of the first line act on the fields
and not on the test functions anymore. These new volume terms are just the orig-
inal integrals from (5.1). In the second line we can identify the resulting spatial
boundary terms and in the third line the temporal boundary terms. In the method
we will choose fluxes that are centered in space and upwind in time. At an spatial
interface between two cells this means
E∗ = 1
2
(E1 + E2) and H
∗ = 1
2
(H1 +H2), (5.5)
whereas at a temporal interface
E˜= E and H˜= H. (5.6)
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The Global Discontinuous Galerkin Method
Let us now introduce the resulting discontinuous Galerkin method. At this point
we discuss some properties of the framework. To this end, we keep the spaces
of the considered test and basis functions as general as possible. We just demand
them to be in the space of piecewise smooth vector valued functions 
V E
n
,V H
n

=

P
p (Qn)
6
, (5.7)
at times n ≥ 1. By combining the cell-wise contributions from (5.4) and including
the boundary conditions at the global boundaries ∂Ω.
Again we consider a spatial partition of the domain Ωh = T (Ω) over a time interval
I n. The resulting space-time slab reads Qn
h
= Ωh× I n. At the interior boundaries we
denote by Fi ≡ { f = ∂ K ∩ ∂ K ′, K 6= K ′ ∈ Ωh} the set of element interfaces and at
the boundaries by Fb ≡ { f = ∂ K ∩ ∂Ω, K ∈ Ωh} the set of boundary faces.
On the interfaces between two elements ∂ K1∩∂ K2 piecewise continuous functions
have two values. The discontinuous Galerkin framework deals with this in terms of
numerical fluxes. For further convenience we would like to introduce the tangential
jump operator and the average operator at the interfaces between two neighboring
cells K1 and K2
¹n× Eº= n× E2 − n× E1, (5.8)
{{E}} = 1
2
(E1 + E2) . (5.9)
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Method I (Space-time DG method) (see Method 1 of [15])
Set E0
h
= E0, and H
0
h
= H0, and consecutively find (E
n
h
,Hn
h
) ∈ V E
n
×V H
n
for n≥ 1,
such that
An(Eh,H
n
h
;v,w) = Rn(En−1
h
,Hn−1
h
;v,w), (5.10)
for all (v,w) ∈ V E
n
×V H
n
with bilinear forms An and Rn defined by
An(E,H;v,w) =∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K×In
(ε
∂ E
∂ t
−∇×H) · v+ (µ∂H
∂ t
+∇× E) ·w (volume terms)
+
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K×∂ In
εE(tn−1) · v(tn−1) +µH(tn−1) ·w(tn−1) (temporal interface terms)
+
∑
f ∈Fi
∫
f ×In
n× (H−H∗) · v− n× (E− E∗) ·w (spatial interface terms)
+
∑
f ∈Fb
∫
f ×In
n× E · v− β E n× (H× n) · v, (boundary terms)
and
Rn(E,H,v,w) =∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K×In
εE(tn−1) · v(tn−1) +µH(tn−1) ·w(tn−1) (temporal interface terms)
+
∑
f ∈Fb
∫
f ×In
n× g (r, t) · v. (boundary terms)
On internal faces f ∈ Fi between adjacent elements, we set centered fluxes
E∗ = {{E}}, H∗ = {{H}}.
On global boundaries f ∈ Fb we use pec boundary conditions
n×E∗ = 0 (2.17a). An equivalent version can be formulated with pmc boundary
conditions n×H∗ = 0 (2.17b).
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From the definition of Method I some important properties directly follow. The first
property of our method is that it is implicit.
Theorem V (Implicitness – DG ) (see Theorem 2 of [15])
Assume that the variational problem (5.10) is solvable for every n ≥ 1. Then
Method I defines an implicit time stepping scheme.
Proof. In the definition of Method I, the bilinear from An contains the fields de-
fined at tn and Rn those defined at time tn−1. The fields (En
h
,Hn
h
) can therefore
be calculated from (En−1
h
,Hn−1
h
) by solving a non trivial system of equations under
consderation of g (r, t). Therefore, one has an implicit method.
In Section 5.4 we will introduce a numerical scheme with this property. In ad-
dition Method I is consistent with the initial value Problem I. In particular it is
consistent with the considered boundary conditions.
Theorem VI (Consistency – DG ) (see Theorem 3 of [15])
Let (E,H) be a sufficiently smooth solution of the continuous Problem I. Then
An(E,H;v,w) = Rn(E,H;v,w),
for all piecewise smooth test functions v, w and all n≥ 1.
Proof. We split the proof in four parts.
(i) The boundary terms satisfy (2.17). Therefore, they cancel out.
(ii) Since, (E,H) are solutions of Problem I, all volume terms in Method I trivially
vanish.
(iii) Due to continuity of the fields at the temporal interfaces, the field terms yield
En−1(tn−1) = En(tn−1) and Hn−1(tn−1) = Hn(tn−1), respectively. Therefore,
the contributions in An and Rn cancel each other.
(iv) By a similar argument as in (iii), namely the tangential continuity (2.11) of
n×E = n×E∗ and n×H= n×H∗ also the spatial interface terms cancel out.
It follows that Method I is consistent with Problem I.
Here, we assumed a general type of boundary conditions as defined in Section 2.6.
In order to develop energy estimates in the following sections, let us show that
there holds a kind of coercivity estimate for Method I.
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Theorem VII (Stability – DG ) (see Theorem 4 of [15])
Let (V E
n
,V H
n
) be piecewise smooth approximation spaces onQn
h
= Ωh× I n, n≥ 1.
Then
An(v,w;v,w) ≥ 12‖|(v,w)‖|2Qn
h
for all v ∈ V E
n
, w ∈ V H
n
,
with the semi-norm
‖|(v,w)‖|2
Qn
h
= ‖ε1/2v(tn)‖2
Ωh
+ ‖µ1/2w(tn)‖2
Ωh
+ ‖ε1/2v(tn−1)‖2
Ωh
+ ‖µ1/2w(tn−1)‖2
Ωh
+ 2β E‖n×H‖2
∂Ωh×In
.
Proof. Let us consider the left hand side term An and specify v = En
h
and w = Hn
h
.
By doing so, the volume terms in element K read∫
K×In

d(εEn
h
· En
h
)
d t
+
d(µHn
h
·Hn
h
)
d t

+
∫
K×In
(∇× En
h
·Hn
h
−∇×Hn
h
· En
h
).
This equation can be transformed into a form, similar to Poyntings’ Theorem (2.7),
by application of Stokes’ theorem and the product rule. We get∫
In
1
2
d
d t
 
‖ε1/2En
h
(t)‖2K + ‖µ1/2Hnh(t)‖2K

+
∫
∂ K×In
En
h
×Hn
h
· n.
A subsequent inclusion of the boundary conditions copes with the spatial flux terms
at the boundaries. All that remains here is the time derivative term. At the internal
interfaces f = K1 ∩ K2 we obtain terms of the form
− (E1 ×H1 · n1 + E2 ×H2 · n2) .
By combining the time derivative term, the interface conditions with the initial
values, one gets, after a summation over all elements and a subsequent time inte-
gration over the considered time slab
An(E,H;E,H) =
∑
K∈Ωh
‖ε1/2E
 
tn

‖2K + ‖µ1/2H
 
tn

‖2K
+
∑
K∈Ωh
‖ε1/2E
 
tn−1

‖2K + ‖µ1/2H
 
tn−1

‖2K
+
∑
f ∈Fi
∫
f×In
2β E‖n×H‖2.
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In Theorem VII and the subsequent proof the bilinear form An(v,w;v,w) can only
be estimated by a semi-norm (instead of a norm), since v and w belong to abstract
vector spaces V E
n
and V H
n
that can contain zero contributions. As a final result we
comment on the behavior of energy in Method I. Here, the total energy contained
in Ω is denoted by 12
∫
Ω
(ε‖E(t)‖2+µ‖H(t)‖2) dΩ. From the previous discussion we
directly obtain
1
2
(‖ε1/2E(t)‖2
Ω
+ ‖µ1/2H(t)‖2
Ω
)
tn
tn−1 = −
∫
∂Ω×In
n× E ·H.
This asserts that the electromagnetic energy changes due to the flux S · n over
the global boundary of the domain Ω. A similar relation holds for every solution
of Method I independent of the approximation spaces used.
Theorem VIII (Energy Balance – DG) (see Theorem 6 of [15])
Let (En
h
,Hn
h
) be a solution of Method I. Then
1
2

‖ε1/2En
h
‖2
Ωh
+ ‖µ1/2Hn
h
‖2
Ωh
 t
n
tn−1
= −
∫
∂Ωh×In
 
β E |n×Hn
h
|2 + n× g (r, t) ·Hn
h

− 12‖ε1/2
 
En
h
(tn−1)− En−1
h
(tn−1)

‖2
Ωh
− 12‖µ1/2
 
Hn
h
(tn−1)−Hn−1
h
(tn−1)

‖2
Ωh
.
Proof. Let us consider the right hand side term Rn in Method I and specify v = En
h
and w= Hn
h
. We get,
Rn
 
En−1
h
,Hn−1
h
;En
h
,Hn
h

= −
∑
f ∈Fb
∫
f ×In
n× g (r, t) ·Hn
h
+
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
εEn−1
h
(tn−1) · En
h
(tn−1) +µHn−1
h
(tn−1) ·Hn
h
(tn−1)
= −
∑
f ∈Fb
∫
f×In
n× g (r, t) ·Hn
h
+
1
2
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
 
ε‖En−1
h
(tn−1)‖2K + µ‖Hn−1h (tn−1)‖2K

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+
1
2
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
 
ε‖En
h
(tn−1)‖2K + µ‖Hnh(tn−1)‖2K

− 1
2
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
 
ε‖En−1
h
(tn−1)− En
h
(tn−1)‖2K + µ‖Hn−1h (tn−1)−Hnh(tn−1)‖2K

,
where, we applied
∫
K
En−1
h
· En
h
=
1
2
‖En
h
‖2K +
1
2
‖En−1
h
‖2K +
1
2
‖En−1
h
− En
h
‖2K ,
and a similar equality for the respective Hn
h
and Hn−1
h
. If we now set
An
 
En
h
,Hn
h
;En
h
,Hn
h

= Rn
 
En−1
h
,Hn−1
h
;En
h
,Hn
h

and use the second part of Theorem VII
we get the expression to be proven.
The first four terms in the theorem directly correspond to the expected terms from
Poynting’s theorem (2.7). The additional terms appear due to the implicit nature
of the time stepping discretization and result in an artificial decrease of the energy.
For increasing approximation orders the effect of numerical dissipation decreases
and makes the effect negligible for high order approximations. A direct result of
this theorem is that the energy in the considered domain has uniform bounds. In
the following section we will use this property together with the coercivity estimate
to show the uniqueness of the solution for the method.
5.3 The Discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz Method
Let us now define the discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz method. To this end, we will
fix the vector spaces V E
n
×V H
n
to that of the Trefftz functions defined in Definition II.
Therefore, we consider piecewise continuous Trefftz functions (En,Hn) ∈ Tp(Qnh)
from now on. Note that in the three-dimensional case the number of DoF on every
space-time element Qn = K × I n, of this basis is proportional to O (p3) instead of
the usual O (p4) for the commonly applied tensorial basis. This means that we
substantially decrease the number of DoF resulting in an increase of efficiency. The
resulting discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz method reads
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Method II (Space-Time DG Trefftz Method) (see Method 2 of [15])
Set E0
h
= E0, and H
0
h
= H0 and consecutively find (E
n,Hn) ∈ Tp(Qnh) for n ≥ 1,
such that
An(En
h
,Hn
h
;v,w) = Rn(En−1
h
,Hn−1
h
;v,w) (5.11)
for all (v,w) ∈ Tp(Qnh) with bilinear forms An and Rn defined by
An(E,H;v,w) =
+
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
εE(tn−1) · v(tn−1) + µH(tn−1) ·w(tn−1) (temporal interface terms)
+
∑
f ∈Fi
∫
f×In
¹n×Hº · {{v}} − ¹n× Eº · {{w}} (spatial interface terms)
+
∑
f ∈Fb
∫
f ×In
n× E · v− β E n× (n×H) · v (boundary terms)
and
Rn(E,H,v,w) =
+
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
εE(tn−1) · v(tn−1) + µH(tn−1) ·w(tn−1) (temporal interface terms)
+
∫
∂Ω×In
n× g (r, t) · v. (boundary terms)
Note that this method is equivalent to Method I for V E
n
,V H
n
= T(Q). However, by
application of the Trefftz functions the volume terms in Method I trivially vanish
and we are left with a method purely defined on the space-time skeleton of the
mesh. This property is of vital importance for numerical implementations as we
will see in Section 5.4. In the following we discuss the properties of this method.
As a first observation, one can see that Method II is consistent with Problem I. This
follows directly from Theorem VI. More precisely the volume terms were shown to
vanish for solutions (E,H). Since Method II has no volume terms, the proof is a
trivial version of that of Theorem VI. Let us now turn to the energy consideration.
In contrast to Method I were we only observed a semi-norm |‖v,w‖|Qn
h
(see Theo-
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rem VII) for the energy we can show that the equivalent for the functions in Tp(Q
n
h
)
is actually a norm.
Theorem IX (Stability – DG Trefftz) (see Theorem 17 of [15])
For all piecewise Trefftz-polynomials (v,w) ∈ Tp(Qnh) there holds
‖|(v,w)‖|Qn
h
≥
∑
K∈Ωh
1
C(p, K , I n)

ε‖v‖2
K×In + µ‖w‖
2
K×In

,
with constant C(p,Qn
h
) taken from Theorem IX.
Proof. Consider ‖|(·, ·)‖|Qn
h
from Theorem VII and omit the spatial interface term
(2β E‖n ×H‖2∂Ωh). By applying the estimate of Theorem IX on every element, and
summing over all elements one obtains the assumption.
In addition the method is energy dissipative
Theorem X (Energy Balance – DG Trefftz) (see Theorem 18 of [15])
Discrete solutions (En
h
,Hn
h
) ∈ Tp(Qnh) of Method I satisfy the discrete energy dis-
sipation relation of Theorem (VIII).
1
2
 
‖ε1/2En
h
‖2
Ω
+ ‖µ1/2Hn
h
‖2
Ω
tn
tn−1
= −
∫
∂Ωh×In
β E |n×Hn
h
|2 + n× g (r, t) ·Hn
h
−
∑
K∈Ωh

ε
2
‖[En
h
(tn−1)− En−1
h
(tn−1)]‖2K +
µ
2
‖Hn
h
(tn−1)−Hn−1
h
(tn−1)]‖2K

.
Proof. By Theorem IX and Theorem VII, we obtain
An(w,v;w,v)≥ ‖|(v,w)‖|2
Qn
h
≥ c
 
‖ε1/2v‖2
Ω×In + ‖µ
1/2w‖2
Ω×In

for all (v,w) ∈ Tp(Qnh) with positive constant c =minK∈Ωh C(p,Qnh) > 0.
It follows that the method is stable. Note that the dissipation here is due to the
spatial flux terms β E |n×Hn
h
|2 (as well as boundary functions). However, the ampli-
tude of this damping can be decreased by increasing the approximation precision.
As a final result we obtain that the method has unique solutions
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Theorem XI (Uniqueness of solutions – DG Trefftz)
The system (5.11) in Method II is uniquely solvable for n > 1.
Proof. The assumption directly follows from Theorem XI, since An is coercive on
Tp(Q
n
h
) and therefore uniquely solvable due to the Lax-Milgram lemma.
Thus our method is well-defined and embedded in the context of DG methods.
From here on one could start a systematic error convergence analysis as is done
in a similar context by [19, 56]. However, we do not pursue this endeavor in this
work.
5.4 A Numerical Implementation
In the final part of this chapter we state a corresponding numerical scheme that
is operating on a uniform hexahedral mesh as depicted in Fig. 5.1. Following the
usual Galerkin procedure, both the basis and the test functions are defined in the
same space, that is in our case in the local Trefftz space T(Qn
k
). In contrast to the
previous discussion where we directly considered a global scheme for convenience,
we will here discuss a construction of the scheme that is constituted from local
building blocks. Therefore, the spatial position of the cell with respect to its neigh-
bors must be explicitly given. We identify a certain space-time cell Qn
k
= Ωk × I n
by its temporal index n and its spatial multi-index k. In our numerical scheme we
consider a mesh that is constant in time. In particular we do not consider adapta-
tions of the mesh here for the sake of simplicity. Note that there is no constraint to
use time-dependent hp-adaptation. We approximate the fields cell-wise in terms of
local Trefftz basis functions as
Fn
k
(rk, t
n) =

 Enk
Hn
k

 ≈ pmax∑
p
f
p,n
k

 uE,pk
u
H,p
k

 , (5.12)
up to a maximum order pmax. Note that all information in the time-step is now
solely contained in the coefficient. As a result, the original variational princi-
ple Method II reduces to a matrix form containing an "Advanced" flux matrix A,
a "Retarded" flux matrix R as well as some boundary functions G
Afn = Rfn−1 +G, (5.13)
with coefficient vectors fn and fn−1. A contains block diagonal entries by the space
and time fluxes, as well as off block diagonal entries by the space fluxes. In contrast
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Figure 5.2.: Eigenvalues of update matrices for the one-dimensional discontinuous
Galerkin Trefftz method in the complex plane for orders p = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The gray
solid line is the unit circle.
Chapter Resumé
In this chapter we have introduced our numerical method. To this end we have
first surveyed three of the most commonly used methods namely FDTD, FIT, and
FEM in Section 5.1. Starting from this we motivated the use of a discontinuous
Galerkin framework for this work because of its high flexibility.
After this introduction we first indicated the derivation of the discontinuous
Galerkin method in Section 5.2 and consequently introduced the complete discon-
tinuous Galerkin method as Method I. The method uses an implicit time stepping
scheme (see Theorem V) and is consistent with Problem I as has been shown in The-
orem VI. In addition we asserted that the method is stable (see. Theorem VII) and
made a statement on the behavior of the energy in Theorem VIII.
In Section 5.3 we introduced the discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz method as Method II,
by restricting the test function spaces to that of the Trefftz spaces introduced in Sec-
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tion 4. As a result we have obtained a (space-time) energy norm in Theorem IX
instead of the seminorm in the previous method. The method was shown to be dis-
sipative (see Theorem X). From coercivity and norm we obtained uniqueness of the
solutions in Theorem XI. Therefore, the method is well-defined in the framework
of discontinuous Galerkin methods.
In the last part of the chapter, i.e. Section 5.4, we have introduced our numerical
scheme.
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Part II.
Numerical Experiments
61

6 Physical Validation
Propagations of electromagnetic waves can be found in various applications such
as the design of antennas [7, 67, 71], the analysis of phonic crystals [78, 91] and
the design of particle accelerators [18] or other applications [11, 74, 92].
In this chapter we study the propagation of electromagnetic plane waves to nu-
merically validate our method. Before we start with the actual experiments, we
introduce the underlying scenarios in Section 6.1. Then we follow [48] and
study propagations of plane waves through piecewise homogeneous and non-
homogeneous materials in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, respectively. In the final
part of this chapter we report on our results of [15] and discuss various diffraction
experiments.
6.1 Numerical Test Scenarios
According to Definition I (of Chapter 2) a plane wave propagates in a direction
d with fields E and H orthogonal to d. Depending on the direction of propagation
d or, more specifically, the number of components of d, one can consider the full
three-dimensional scenario but also two-dimensional and one-dimensional ones.
Let us elucidate these settings.
Two-Dimensional Setup: one possible scenario is the propagation of a wave in
direction d = (dx , dy , 0), being a two-dimensional propagation in the x− y plane. In
this case, three field components are sufficient for a full description of the problem.
For instance one can choose E = (0, 0, Ez) and H = (Hx , H y , 0). Now we can write
a reduced form of Problem I. In this case Maxwell’s equations (2.8) read ∂ Ez
∂ y
− ∂ Ez∂ x

= −µ

∂ Hx
∂ t
∂ H y
∂ t

(6.1)
and
∂ H y
∂ x
− ∂ Hx
∂ y
= ε
∂ Ez
∂ t
on Ω2d × I .
For the fields to be divergence-free it sufficies to set∇·H0 =∇·E0 = 0. Scenarios of
this kind can appear in various applications in which a symmetry in one direction
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is present. Here, the considered spatial domain reads Ω2d ⊂ R2 over a time interval
I = (0, T ). As a second possibility one can embed this two-dimensional domain
into a three-dimensional one Ω = Ω2d × Rz. Along the symmetry direction Rz a
repetition of the simulation or its ’collapse’ at one instance z0 ∈ R is possible. Let
us summarize this scenario
Problem II (Two Dimensional Scenario)
Solutions (Hx , H y , Ez) of time-dependent Maxwell’s equations for linear, loss-
free, non-dispersive, time-invariant, isotropic media
∂ Ez
∂ y
= −µ∂ Hx
∂ t
,
∂ Ez
∂ x
= µ
∂ H y
∂ t
,
∂ H y
∂ x
− ∂ Hx
∂ y
= ε
∂ Ez
∂ t
.
in a two dimensional domain Ω2d over a time I , subject to appropriate boundary
conditions such as, PEC-like boundary conditions
αE

ny
−nx

Ez − β E

Hx
H y

− nx ny

H y
Hx

=

ny
−nx

g(x , y, t)
on ∂Ω2d × t with normals nx and ny as well as initial conditions
Hx (0) = Hx ,0, H y(0) = H y,0 , and Ez(0) = Ez,0 on Ω
2d × t0,
constrained by
∂ Hx
∂ x
=
∂ H y
∂ y
=
∂ Ez
∂ z
= 0,
describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the absence of charges and
currents. Note that there is an equivalent version for PMC and PBC.
One-Dimensional Setup: An even simpler scenario is that of a propagating one-
dimensional wave that can be for instance in direction d = (dx , 0, 0). Here, only
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two field components, e.g. E = (0, Ey , 0) and H = (0, 0, Hz) are sufficient. The
reduced form of Problem I reads
∂ Ey
∂ x
= −µ∂ Hz
∂ t
and − ∂ Hz
∂ x
= ε
∂ Ey
∂ t
on Ω1d × I . (6.2)
Scenarios of this kind could appear in applications in which symmetries in
two coordinates are present. In accordance with the previously discussed two-
dimensional scenario we write Ω1d ⊂ R1 and I = (0, T ) or, as an embedded version
Ω= Ω1d × R y × Rz with R y being an additional symmetry direction.
Problem III (One Dimensional Scenario)
Solutions E = Ey , H = Hz of time-dependent Maxwell’s equations for linear,
loss-free, non-dispersive, time-invariant, isotropic media
∂ E
∂ x
= −µ∂ H
∂ t
,
−∂ H
∂ x
= ε
∂ E
∂ t
,
in a one dimensional domain Ω1d over a time I , subject to appropriate boundary
conditions such as, PEC-like boundary conditions
αEn E − β E H = n g (x , t) on ∂Ω1d × t
as well as initial conditions
E(0) = E0 and H(0) = H0 on Ω
1d × t0,
constrained by
∂ Hx
∂ x
=
∂ H y
∂ y
=
∂ Ez
∂ z
= 0,
describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the absence of charges and
currents. Note that there is an equivalent version for PMC and PBC.
We specify the applied boundary conditions the context of the specific considered
problem later on. However, let us state the analytic solution of two considered
problems as well as the initial values.
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Plane Waves with a Gaussian Form: Electromagnetic waves that have a Gaussian
form are described by
Ψ
Gauss (r, t) = exp
 
− (d · r− v t − r0)2 /δ

. (6.3)
Here, δ is the width of the wave and r0 its offset. In addition one can control the
direction of propagation by setting d. The Gaussian form of the wave has a very
high regularity. In this case the approximation error should decrease exponentially
when increasing the order. For this to happen, the considered domain of interest
should be sufficiently large. In particularly the boundary requirements should be
approximately satisfied.
Plane Waves with a Box Form: Electromagnetic waves with a box form are de-
scribed by
Ψ
Box (r, t) = Θ (d · (r− r0)− v t)−Θ (d · (r− r0 −δ)− v t) , (6.4)
where δ is the with of the box-wave and r0 its offset. Here, Θ(x−x0) is the common
Heaviside step function which has a straight jump from 0 to 1 at x0. For a numerical
approximation this waveform is an extreme case due to the missing regularities.
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6.2 Propagation of a Wave through Piecewise Homogeneous Media
In our first test case, we consider Problem III with a plane wave of Gaus-
sian form (6.3). The wave is traveling in a centered space-time domain
Q1d = Ω1d × I = (−20, 20)× (0, 60) that has pec-boundaries (i.e. αE = 1, β E = 0,
and g = 0) and is filled with a material with ε = µ = 1 and v = 1. At t0 we set
E0 = −H0 = ΨGauss (r, 0) with δ = 3 and x0 = 0 corresponding to a wave that is
traveling leftwards. The results correspond to those of Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of [48].
Fig. 6.1 shows the electric field of the simulated plane wave, that is propagating as
expected: first the wave is heading leftwards at a space-time angle of 45 degrees,
then at time t = 20 the wave hits the (left) PEC boundary and is reflected back
rightwards.
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Figure 6.1.: Electric field of a plane wave with a Gaussian form propagating in a
vacuum for Problem III. The solution in the whole space-time domain of interest
Q1d = (−20, 20)×(0, 60) is displayed. The wave with δ = 3 starts at x0 = 0, travels
to the top edge, gets reflected and travels back.
In the second test case we again consider Problem III, but for a slightly
more complicated setting: a space-time domain consisting of two sub-domains
Q1d
1
= (−10, 20) × (0, 60) and Q1d
2
= (−20,−10) × (0, 60). In Q1d
1
the material
is ε1 = µ1 = 1 whereas in Q
1d
2
it is ε2 = 4 and µ2 = 1. Therefore, the resulting
speed of light is v 2 = 1/2. We initialize a wave E0 = −H0 = ΨGauss (r, 0) that is
heading leftwards with width δ = 3 and an offset x0 = 10 to the right.
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Fig. 6.2 displays the electric field component Ey of the simulated wave.
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Figure 6.2.: Electric field of a one-dimensional wave with a Gaussian form prop-
agating in a medium with a medium interface at x0 = −10. The space-
time domain of interest consists of two sub-domains Q1d = (−20, 20) × (0, 60)
Q1d
1
= (−10, 20)× (0, 60) and Q1d
2
= (−20,−10) × (0, 60) with material parame-
ters ε1 = µ1 = 1, ε2 = 4, and µ1 = 1. The wave with δ = 3 starts at x0 = 10 and
travels to the interface at x = 10. Here, one part of the wave is transmitted and
travels trough the domain Ω2 whereas another part is reflected back to domain Ω1.
Afterwards only reflections at the global boundaries occure.
At t = 20 the wave has reached the material interface. Here, a part of the impinging
wave is transmitted, whereas the rest is reflected. The amplitudes of the reflected
and transmitted waves can be calculated analytically are given by the reflection
and transmission coefficients
R=
Z1 − Z2
Z1 + Z2
, and T =
2Z2
Z1 + Z2
. (6.5)
We observe that the numerical value of the amplitude of the reflected wave is very
close to the expected value R= 1/3. The same is true for the transmitted wave with
T = 2/3. We see that the transmitted wave is traveling at half velocity v2 = 1/2 in
the medium. This corresponds to a space-time angle of 22.5 degrees. Therefore,
we obtain the expected physical behavior also in this scenario.
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6.3 Propagation of a Wave through a Inhomogeneous Medium
Let us now discuss a special feature of the Trefftz method. In some cases it is
possible to derive special Trefftz basis functions tailored to a specific problem. To
demonstrate this, we derive Trefftz functions for partially filled cells (see.Section
4.4 of [48]).
To this end, we consider a centered reference space-time cell (−∆x/2,∆x/2)
×(−∆t/2,∆t/2) with a material interface at some point x = x0 inside the cell.
The material parameters, medium velocities and intrinsic impedances on the left
and the right side of the interface are ε1,2, µ1,2, v 1,2 and Z1,2, respectively. The
desired Trefftz function must describe a combination of an incident wave (‘inc’)
and a reflected (‘ref’) / transmitted (‘trs’) wave at the interface. The fields in the
considered cell are
Einc = ϕinc (x − v 1 t) , Hinc =
1
Z1
ϕinc (x − v 1 t) ;
Eref = ϕref (−x − v 1 t) , Href =
1
Z1
ϕref (−x − v 1 t) ;
Etrs = ϕtrs (x − v 2 t) , Htrs =
1
Z2
ϕtrs (x − v 2 t) .
The tangential components of the fields inside the considered cell must be contin-
uous. This is particularly true at the interface
ϕinc (x0 − v 1 t)−ϕref (−x0 − v 1 t) = ϕtrs (x0 − v 2 t) ,
1
Z1
(ϕinc (x0 − v 1 t) +ϕref (−x0 − v 1 t)) =
1
Z2
ϕtrs (x0 − v 2 t) .
By using the definition of the transmission and reflection coefficients (6.5) we can
deduce
ϕref (−x0 − v 1 t) = Rϕinc (x0 − v 1 t) ,
ϕtrs (x0 − v 2 t) = Tϕinc (x0 − v 1 t) .
In the next step we look for the wave forms at arbitrary positions x rather than just
at x0.
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To this end we rewrite reflected wave forms
ϕref (−x − v 1 t) = ϕref (−x0 − v 1 t − (x − x0))≡ ϕref
 
−x0 − v 1 t ′

= Rϕinc
 
x0 − v 1 t ′

= Rϕinc (2x0 − x − v 1 t) ,
as well as the transmitted wave forms
ϕtrs (x − v 2 t) = ϕtrs (x0 − v 2 t + (x − x0))≡ ϕtrs
 
x0 − v 2 t ′′

= Tϕinc
 
x0 − v 1 t ′′

= Tϕinc

1− v 1
v 2

x0 +
v1
v2
x − v 1 t

,
in terms of the incident wave. The respective time variables of the reflected and
transmitted wave forms contain an advance or delay
t ′ = t +
(x − x0)
v 1
and t ′′ = t − (x − x0)
v 2
,
as we expect from a common Lorentz transformation. More precisely we transform
the fields from their moving reference frames to a static reference frame that is
given by the cell.
Let us test this new basis for Problem III. We consider with the following scenario:
A space-time domain consisting of two sub-domains Q1d
1
= (−0.25, 5)× (0, 20) and
Q1d
2
= (−5,−0.25)× (0, 20) subject to pec-boundary conditions with materials as
given in the previous scenario (i.e. ε1 = µ1 = µ2 = 1 and ε2 = 4). Note that
the medium interface now lies inside a cell. Consequently, we need three types of
Trefftz basis functions: One for the vacuum, another for the medium, and a last
one for the mixed cell. We initialize E0 = −H0 = ΨGauss (r, 0) (c.f. (6.3)) with δ = 2
and x0 = −3.
The behavior of the propagation is similar to the previous case; after the incoming
wave strikes the medium interface it splits into a reflected part and a transmitted
part. In particular we obtain the same reflection and transmission coefficients close
to R = 1/3 and T = 2/3. This means that we obtain the same physical behavior
with the special Trefftz basis functions.
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Figure 6.3.: Electric field of a one-dimensional wave with a Gaussian form with
a medium interface at x0 = −0.25; Note that the material interface lies in-
side an element. The solution in the whole space-time domain of interest
(x , t) ∈ (−5, 5) × (0, 20) is displayed. The wave with δ = 2 starts at x0 = −3
and travels to the interface at x = −0.25. Here, one part of the wave is transmitted
and travels trough the domain Ω2 whereas another part is reflected back to domain
Ω1. Afterwards only reflections at the global boundaries occur.
6.4 Diffraction Experiments
Let us now consider two scenarios that are more involved: a single slit and
a double slit. In both cases we consider Problem II with a spatial domain
Ω
2d = (−5, 5)× (−20, 20) that has PMC boundary conditions on the lateral bound-
aries (i.e. at −5× (−20, 20) and 5× (−20, 20) ) and transparent boundary condi-
tions1 elsewhere (i.e. at (−5, 5) × −20 and (−5, 5) × 20 ). In both scenarios we
initialize waves with box form as introduced in (6.4).
Single Slit Experiment
In the first scenario we place an infinitely thin PEC wall in the middle of the con-
sidered domain (i.e. at x = 0). This PEC wall has a small opening in its center (i.e.
from y = −1 to y = 1), c.f. Section 6.4 of [15]. We initialize H y = Ez = ΨBox (r, 0)
and Hx = 0 with δ = 2 and r0 = (−4, 0, 0)T over a time T = 10. In Fig. 6.4 we
depict the evolution the wave through this slit.
1 For further specifications see Chapter 8.
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Figure 6.4.: Simulated electric field density Ez of a plane reflected at a PEC wall at
x = 0. Most of the wave is reflected at the wall with change of sign of the electric
field. The part propagating through the slit generates an almost cylindrical wave
emanating from the center of the slit.
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The simulation results show the expected physical behavior. At time-step t = 4
the wave strikes the wall. In the subsequent time-steps we obtain that the biggest
part of the wave is reflected from the wall (blue portion) whereas a small portion
propagates through the slit (green portion). In particular the diffraction at the
corners of the slit is reproduced by the simulation. As a result waves of cylindrical
shape begin to form on both sides of the slit.
Double Slit Experiment
In the second scenario, we insert a material block into the center of the consid-
ered domain. The block has a width of four cells, a height of ten cells and two
small tunnels at y = (−3,−2) and y = (2, 3). The material in the block has rel-
ative permittivity ε = 4 and µ = 1 whereas the rest of the domain is filled with
vacuum ε = µ = 1. The scenario corresponds to a double slit made of a material
similar to concrete. We initialize H y = Ez = Ψ
Box (r, 0) and Hx = 0 with δ = 4 and
r0 = (−8, 0, 0)T over T = 20, corresponding to a propagating wave. We show the
snapshots of the wave evolution Fig. 6.5. At t = 4, the wave front impinges on the
material; a portion of the wave is reflected at the material whereas a second part
is reflected. We roughly obtain the correct reflection and transmission amplitudes
of R = 1/3 and T = 2/3, respectively. At the subsequent time steps we obtain a
propagation of the wave portion in the material at a lower velocity. In particular
the wave portions in the slits propagate faster as can be deducted from the wave-
fronts at t = 8. In the remaining time-steps we observe secondary reflections and
transmission at the material and the formation of a diffraction pattern that reflects
our physical expectations.
Chapter Resumé
In this chapter we demonstrated that the solutions of our code have the cor-
rect physical behaviour. In Section 6.2 we first simulated the simple scenario of the
propagation of a one-dimensional plane wave through a vacuum. Subsequently, we
extended the simulation to the propagation of such a wave through a domain made
of two piecewise homogeneous materials with an interface between two cells.
In Section 6.3 we then introduced special Trefftz basis functions for non-
homogeneous materials and also verified the right physical behavior with a numer-
ical experiment. These basis functions have been introduced as a special Trefftz
feature in [48].
In the last Section 6.4 we discussed numerical single slit as well as double slit
diffraction experiments. The outcome corresponds to the physical expectations.
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Figure 6.5.: Electric field density Ez of a plane wave propagating through a dielectric
double slit with relative permittivity ε = 4. In the free area the material parameters
are set to ε = µ = 1. The wave is partially reflected at the boundaries of the
material and propagates only with lower velocity within the inclusions.
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7 Numerical Convergence Study
In [47], Moiola and Perugia have conducted an a-priori error analysis for the
(1+1)-dimensional version of the DGT method. For higher dimensional versions of
the method there exists no error analysis, so far. To nevertheless get an insight into
the behaviour of the error we perform several numerical experiments.
In Section 7.1 we investigate the dispersion and dissipation behavior of the method.
In Section 7.2 we carry out the required convergence studies and compare the
Trefftz Method method to other schemes in Section 7.3.
7.1 Dispersion and Dissipation Errors
Let us consider an electromagnetic pulse that can be written as a superposition of
plane waves with different frequenciesωi . If such an electromagnetic pulse is prop-
agating through a dispersive medium, its constituting plane waves propagate with
different velocities v . Therefore, the velocities are frequency dependent v (ω). This
effect is commonly known as dispersion. In addition to that, certain media can also
exhibit damping, which can also be frequency dependent. In numerical simulations
there exist discrete analoga which are called "numerical dispersion" and "numerical
dissipation". These effects are parasitic and difficult to quantify in general. There
are different ways to analyze the dispersion of a method such as the Neumann-
Bloch analysis and various other Fourier analysis methods. The latter, for instance,
is carried out by Van der Vegt in [83], where the eigenvalues of the system update
matrix are used to extract the numerical frequenciesωh. We use a more experimen-
tal approach to extract the ωh.
In this section we investigate the dispersion and dissipation behavior of our
method. To this end we study two different scenarios: an oscillating sinusoidal
wave and a propagating wave with a box form. With these scenarios we numeri-
cally determine a dispersion relation of the Trefftz method.
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Dispersion Relations
Dispersion relations provide one way to quantitatively investigate the numerical
dispersion of a method. We simulate these dispersion relations by means of a
sinusoidal wave
Ψ
Sinus (x , t) = sin

k
2πx
L

cos (ωt) . (7.1)
Here, k is the wave-number of the oscillation, ω the frequency and L the length
of the domain. In the following discussion we consider Problem III and restrict
Ω
1d = (0, L) to L = 20 with I = (0, 100). On the spatial boundaries we enforce PEC
boundary conditions. With a sinusoidal initialization E0 = Ψ
Sinus (x , 0) and H0 = 0,
we can systematically study the numerical dispersion in our method by investi-
gating initialization with different wave-numbers k. To this end we initialize a
sinusoidal wave with a known wave-number k and let it propagate for a certain
time. In Fig. 7.1 we exemplarily depict the temporal behavior of such an initializa-
tion. More precisely, of an simulation with p = 1 and k = 5 over 100 time-steps at
one fixed point, i.e. x = 2 is plotted. Note that we have deliberately choosen an
example with an (relatively) high damping factor here for demonstration purposes.
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Figure 7.1.: Amplitude of the electric Field E = Ex of a sinusoidal initialization (7.1)
with k = 5 at a fixed point in space, i.e. x = 2, as a function of time. The order of
the approximation is p = 1. The envelope decays exponentially ∼ exp(−γt), with
γ being the damping factor.
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From Fig. 7.1 one can obtain two things: the sinusoidal wave is oscillating at a
frequency ωh in time and the envelope of the oscillation is damped in time. By ap-
plying a Fourier Transformation with respect to time, we can extract the numerical
frequency ωh. The corresponding velocity then reads
v (ωh) =
ωh
k
. (7.2)
The damping describes the decay of the amplitude envelope of the oscillation and
can be described by
f (t) = exp(−γt), (7.3)
with γ being the damping coefficient. γ can be obtained by fitting f (t) to the en-
velope of the considered evolution. Due to the nature of our initialization that has
only one wave-number per run, we can directly obtain the function ω(k) as shown
in Fig. 7.2. Here, we plot the dependence of ωh as a function of k for different ap-
proximation orders, i.e. one (orange upper triangles), two (green lower triangles)
and three (blue boxes), independent of the discretization. For all simulations we
obtain that the frequency ωh depends linearly on k resulting in a (nearly) constant
ratio ωh(k)/k and therefore a (nearly) constant velocity for all modes. However,
this velocity differs slightly from the expected speed of light in the medium. There-
fore, in our numerical scheme modes propagate with a slightly wrong velocity than
than the physically expected one. This effect is only minimal as can be seen from
the plot. For the order one simulation the velocity v 1 = 0.9938 is slightly to low,
whereas for the order two and three simulations the velocities v 2 = 1.0007 and
v 3 = 1.00005 are slightly to high. The overall indication is that the velocity error
decreases with increasing order and that there is (almost) no numerical dispersion
present.
In the second part of this investigation we study the dependence of the damping
factor γ(k) as a function of k for orders one (orange line), two (green line) and
three (blue line). The results are shown in Fig. 7.3 where the plot is in double
logarithmic scale. Here, the damping factor is increasing linearly with k for a fixed
order. This results in order dependent damping rates that decrease with increasing
order. Since the damping is due to the numerical dissipation of the method, the
findings of this plot have two implications: with increasing order the numerical
dissipation decreases, and higher k modes are damped stronger than lower ones.
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Figure 7.2.: Dispersion Relations of three sinusoidal initializations (7.1) with orders
p = 1, 2 and 3. Both the wave-number k and the frequencyω are taken with respect
to the grid. The light-cone (gray dashed line) is added as a reference.
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Figure 7.3.: Damping factors for a sinusoidal initialization (7.1) with orders
p = 1, 2 and 3 obtained as in Fig. 7.1. Both the wave-number k and the damp-
ing factor γ are taken with respect to the grid.
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Dispersion Behavior of a Heaviside Signal
In the second scenario we investigate the dispersion and dissipation in the prop-
agation of a Heaviside shaped signal (see (6.4)). To this end we consider Problem II
with Ω2d = (0, 3)× (−10, 10) over a time T = 2000. On the lateral boundaries (i.e.
at 0× (−10, 10) and 3× (−10, 10) ) we apply PMC boundary conditions and PBC
at the horizontal boundaries (i.e. at (0, 3) × −10 and (0, 3)× 10 ). We initialize
Ex ,0 = H y,0 = Ψ
Box (r, 0) and Hz,0 = 0 with δ = 5 and r0 = (−5, 0, 0)T . With
this constellation we can study the long term behavior of our method: because of
the PBC, the domain mimics an infinitely long expanded domain in which the wave
is propagating. For correct propagation velocities the signal should re-appear at the
same point in space after each period (i.e. after 20 time-steps).
Snapshots of the electric field over the first period are depicted in Fig. 7.4. Here,
we have used polynomials of degree p = 3 and no further h-refinement. At t = 0
one obtains overshoots which are due to the Gibbs phenomenon1 and almost com-
pletely vanish after the first period.
We display the long term behavior in Fig. 7.5. Here, we show the propagation
after 0, 1, 10 and 100 periods for orders one (orange line), two (green line) and
three (blue line). To get an insight in the dissipation of the various modes we dis-
play the time domain picture as well as the (normalized) modulus of the Fourier
transformed signals. At t = 0 overshoots at the edges of the box due to the Gibbs
phenomenon are clearly visible. These are caused by oscillation modes correspond-
ing to higher wave-numbers. Corresponding to Fig. 7.3 these modes are damped
stronger than lower k modes and disappear after a short time. After one period
the signals approximately reach their initial positions. Until now, we do not obtain
an indication for wrong propagation velocities. In the Fourier plot that contains
the corresponding k spectrum one already obtains a damping of the higher modes
which is particularly visible in the first order approximation. In addition the sig-
nals broaden slightly. After ten periods we obtain a significant offset of the order
p = 1 signal to the right while whereas the p ≥ 2 signals approximately reach their
initial positions. After one hundred periods the offset of the order one signal in-
creases. For the higher order signals we observe a minimal tilts to the right. The
visible offsets of the p = 1 simulations are due to a combination of two effects: the
slightly wrong propagation velocities that were mentioned in the previous example
and the fact that the Gibbs phenomenon is not symmetric at the front and read of
the wave. More precisely, the shear wave (in front) has a higher depth. The fre-
1 The Gibbs phenomenon is connected to the problem of approximating a discontinuous jump in
terms of a series of continuous functions. At the location of the jump, the approximated solution
oscillates.
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quency dependent damping results in an immanent broadening of this shear wave
and additionally pushes the overall wave forward.
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Figure 7.4.: Snapshots of the electric field amplitude Ez of a plane wave propagating
from left to right through a homogeneous domain, simulated with order p = 3 on
a mesh with (0, 3)× (−10, 10) elements and periodic boundary conditions.
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Figure 7.5.: Simulated electric field density E = Ez corresponding to (6.4). Left:
field amplitude Ez(x , t) as a function of space. Right: normalized Fourier spec-
trum bEz(k, t) as a function of the wave-number. The results for approximation
orders p = 1, 2, 3 are respectively depicted in orange, green, and blue. The exact
solution (6.4) is displayed in black. The plots are given at t = 0, 20, 200, 2000
corresponding to 0, 1, 10, and 100 periods.
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7.2 Convergence Study
We now turn to a numerical study of the convergence of the DGT method. More
precisely, we investigate the error convergence under p-enrichment, h-refinement,
and d-enrichment. We use two different numerical setups, for which an analytic
solutions exists; namely the propagation of a plane wave and the oscillation of a
wave in a cavity. For this investigation we consider the relative error computed in
the L2-norm over the whole space-time domain Q
εQ =
Ç∑
In∈ I
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
∫
In
 
(E− Eh)2 + (H−Hh)2

d tdVÇ∑
In∈ I
∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
∫
In
(E2 +H2) d tdV
. (7.4)
Propagation of a Plane Wave: The first example we consider Problem III in a
domain Ω = (−20, 20) bounded by PEC boundary conditions over I = 60 time-
steps. We initialize E0 = −H0 = ΨGauss (r, 0) which corresponds to a plane wave
that has a Gaussian shape (see (6.3)) with δ = 3 and r0 = −10 and is propagating
in negative direction (see Fig. 6.1 for similar illustration). In Fig. 7.6 we depict
the error εQ for varying polynomial degrees p in a semi-logarithmic plot. From the
occurring straight line we can deduce spectral convergence in the whole space-time
domain of interest Q. To compare our method with a more conventional one we
have simulated the same scenario with a method that uses a DG discretization in
space while applying a Leapfrog time-stepping scheme. One obtains that the error
of this method does not show spectral convergence which is due to the second-
order accurate Leapfrog time integrator.
Let us now study the error of our method under h-refinement. Here, we separately
study the error under refinement of the spatial cell size hr and the temporal cell
size ht . In Fig. 7.7 (left side) we show the the error when we successively split the
spatial cell size hr in halves while keeping the temporal cell size at a sufficiently
small fixed value of ht = 1/16. In Fig. 7.7 (right side) we do the same for varying
ht while keeping the spatial cell size fixed hr = 1/16. We study polynomial degrees
p = 0, 1, 2 and 3 and obtain convergence rates of p+ 1 for a polynomial order p in
both scenarios. For further details we refer to [48] (Section 4.4).
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Figure 7.6.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for the simu-
lation of the wave propagation problem obtained with the discontinuous Galerkin
Trefftz method (green boxes) and a DG method with a Leapfrog time-stepper (blue
circles) on a mesh with 40× 60 space-time cells for different polynomial orders p.
The convergence curve of the Trefftz DG simulation indicates spectral convergence.
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Figure 7.7.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for the simu-
lation of the wave propagation problem obtained with the discontinuous Galerkin
Trefftz method with different polynomial degrees p. Left: convergence with re-
spect to the spatial refinement; Right: convergence for temporal refinement. For
both test series, the finest mesh was chosen to consist of 40× 60 space-time cells.
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Resonator Cavity: in the second example we study the error of a TM-mode
which is oscillating in a rectangular cavity. To this end we consider Problem II with
Ω = (−5, 5)× (−5, 5) over I = 50 time-steps. Inside Ω we set the permittivity and
permeability to ε = µ = 1. At the boundaries we apply PEC boundary conditions.
The analytic solution of the problem is given by
HCyl
x
= − n
ωL
sin

πmx
L

cos
πny
L

sin (πωt) , (7.5)
HCyl
y
=
m
ωL
cos
πmx
L

sin
πny
L

sin (πωt) ,
ECyl
z
= sin
πmx
L

sin
πny
L

cos (πωt) ,
for arbitrary m, n ∈ I and ω =
p
m2 + n2. We initialize the system at t = 0, with
E
Cyl
z,0 and H
Cyl
x ,0 = H
Cyl
y,0 = 0. We execute the same investigation as was done in
the previous example. The behavior of the error under p-enrichment is depicted
in Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.8.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for the sim-
ulation of the cavity resonator problem obtained with the discontinuous Galerkin
Trefftz method on a 10 × 10 mesh over 50 time-steps with different polynomial
orders p. The convergence history indicates spectral convergence. Note that this
figure corresponds to Figure 1 in [15].
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We again receive spectral convergence in Q under p-enrichment. In Fig. 7.9 (left
side) we study the behavior of the error under hr refinement and in Fig. 7.9 (right
side) the behavior of the error under ht refinement, while keeping the respective
other sufficiently small, namely ht , hr = 1/16. We observe convergence of order
p + 1 with respect to both, the spatial and temporal mesh-size. For further details
we refer to [15] (Section 6.2).
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Figure 7.9.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for the cavity
resonator problem obtained with the discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz method with
different polynomial degrees p. Left: convergence with respect to the spatial re-
finement; Right: convergence for temporal refinement. For both test series, the
finest mesh was chosen to consist of 10×10 elements and 50 time steps. Note that
this figure corresponds to Figure 2 in [15].
In the final part of this section we want to illustrate the effect of d enrichment
for the previous scenario. For a given order p there exists a maximum of 2p + 3
polynomial Trefftz basis functions in this case (see (4.7)). In Fig. 7.10 we depict
the behavior of the error while adding more directions according to the selection
strategy that was introduced in Fig. 4.3 starting from three order zero polynomials
(diamond bullet). The overall behavior of the error is illustrated by a linear fit of
all values (gray dashed line). It results that the values of the full basis set, i.e. the
last points of each polynomial degree lie on this fit curve. However, we can see
an additional order-wise substructure in the convergence curve. In particular we
obtain a jump in the convergence curve after a certain number of directions. For
the order four values (pentagram bullets) the jump occurs between the 8th and 9th
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value for instance. Here, the values of the last three directions are closer to the
order five errors (circle bullets). Note that this effect is dependent on the nature of
the problem and the strategy of the direction selection for the basis. If the direction
of the actual solution is exactly represented by one of the basis functions, the error
is at a minimum for the specific order.
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Figure 7.10.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for the
cavity resonator problem obtained with the discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz method
on a 10×10 mesh over 50 time-steps. Behavior of the error under a d-enrichment,
that has been introduced in Fig. 4.3, is shown.
7.3 Performance Study
So far we have studied the convergence of the error of the Trefftz method under
refinement. In this context we have already indicated a comparison of our method
with a conventional DG method that uses a Leapfrog time-stepper in Fig. 7.6 in
terms of the obtained accuracy. However, this attempt is not sufficient to really
compare the two methods since the execution time of the two schemes was simply
ignored. Note at this point, that in any case it is difficult to compare different
methods. For most "real-world" applications it is of major interest how long a certain
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implementation of a method takes to produce results with a desired accuracy. For
instance one can compare the relative error computed in the L2-norm at time T
εT =
Ç∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
 
(E(T )− Eh(T ))2 + (H(T )−Hh(T ))2

d tdVÇ∑
K∈Ωh
∫
K
(E2(T ) +H2(T )) d tdV
, (7.6)
for different methods in relation to their execution times. In Fig. 7.11 we show the
simulation times of the previously considered one-dimensional problem (i.e. the
propagation of a plane wave of Gaussian form).
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Figure 7.11.: Relative errors εT at the final time T in the L
2-norm (7.6) For the
simulation of a one-dimensional wave propagation problem with the discontinuous
Galerkin Trefftz method (green bullets), a discontinuous Galerkin method with
a Verlet time-stepper (blue bullets) for different polynomial degrees as well as a
FDTD method (red bullets) as function of CPU time.
The plot depicts the result of Matlab implementations of the DG Trefftz method
(green bullets), a method that uses a DG discretization in combination with a Ver-
let time-stepper (blue bullets) and a FDTD method (red bullets). For the first two
methods we show simulations with different polynomial degrees. We obtain that
for relatively coarse accuracy (i.e. relative errors ≥ 10−3) the three methods seem
to perform comparably well, whereas for fine accuracy (i.e. relative errors < 10−3)
the high order methods are better suited. Note at this point, that we do not want
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to indicate that the DG Trefftz method is a more efficient method, since the perfor-
mance of the method strongly depends on the numerical implementation as well
as the considered problem. In addition, the direct comparison of low-order and
high-order methods is dubious.
Let us now report about a more reasonable comparison, more precisely a direct
comparison of a Trefftz and a comparable non-Trefftz method, see [47] (Section
7.3). To this end we consider Problem III in a domain Ω = (0, 60) bounded by PEC
boundary conditions over a total time T = 60. We initialize E0 = −H0 = ΨGauss (r, 0)
with δ = 10 and x0 = −10 and simulate a wave propagation problem with an im-
plementation of the space-time DG Method I in which we first employ Trefftz
polynomials and tensorial non-Trefftz polynomials.
The results are depicted in Fig. 7.12. In both cases we observe (almost) the same
spectral convergence as can be seen from Fig. 7.12 (left). However, the Trefftz
space of order p has a smaller dimension. The error decreases exponentially
with the number of degrees of freedom for the Trefftz method as can be seen
from Fig. 7.12 (right), but exponentially only as a function of the square root
of the number of degrees of freedom for the non-Trefftz method as can be seen
from Fig. 7.12 (middle). The a-priori error analysis can be found in [47].
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Figure 7.12.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for the
wave propagation problem for Trefftz and non-Trefftz basis functions against the
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per element (middle), and the number of degrees of freedom per element (right),
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Chapter Resumé
In this chapter we numerically investigated the error convergence of our method.
In Section 7.1 we extracted dispersion relations as well as dissipation relations of
our method from a sinusoidal wave simulation. We obtained a very small error due
to dispersion. The dissipation of the method was found to increase with higher
frequencies and decrease with higher polynomial approximations. In Section 7.1
we then used these findings to explain the behavior of a more involved example,
i.e. the propagation of a box shaped signal.
In Section 7.2 we determined the error convergence behavior of our method.
We found spectral convergence of the relative space-time error εQ (7.4) under
p-enrichment and obtained optimal error convergence rates of p + 1 under h-
refinement. In addition we studied the behavior under a d-enrichment.
In Section 7.3 we compared an (one-dimensional) implementation of our method
to established methods in terms of CPU time. In addition we have compared the
errors of the space-time DG Trefftz method to an equivalent space-time DG method
that uses conventional non-Trefftz basis functions. Here, the Trefftz method pro-
duces the same accuracy with considerably less degrees of freedom.
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8 Transparent Boundary Conditions
In the numerical simulation of electromagnetic wave propagation problems one
is commonly restricted to bounded computational domains, where two scenarios
can appear: the domain of the underlying physical problem can either be restricted
or unrestricted. The first scenario can be simulated by energy conserving boundary
conditions such as PEC or PMC boundary conditions. The simulation of the second
scenario is accompanied by the employment of artificial boundary conditions, that
should minimize parasitic reflections into the domain.
In this chapter we will introduce an approach to these transparent boundary con-
ditions in the context of the discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz method, see [14] for
details. In Section 8.1 we survey some of the established methods. In Section 8.2
we introduce the new transparent Trefftz boundary conditions. After that we dis-
cuss their convergence behavior as well as some restrictions in Section 8.3. We
conclude the chapter with the discussion of a more complicated example in Sec-
tion 8.4.
8.1 Survey of Established Open Boundary Conditions
Silver Müller (First Order): in (2.16) we have already introduced the Silver
Müller boundary conditions. This form of open boundary condition is widely used
in practice due to its simple implementation. In their mixed form Silver Müller
boundary conditions read
1
2
 
n× E− Z−1 n× (H× n)

= 0, (8.1a)
1
2
(n×H+ Z n× (E× n)) = 0. (8.1b)
The condition mimics the Silver-Müller radiation condition [6, 55, 70]. Plane
waves that impinge normally on these boundaries exactly satisfy the Silver-Müller
boundary condition. A brief inspection of the Pointing vector
n · S= n · (E×H) = H · (n× E) = Z |n×H|2
yields that energy is dissipated at the boundaries, in other words, the energy is
absorbed by the boundary. In their original form Silver-Müller boundary conditions
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are first-order absorbing boundary conditions. An improvement to these classical
Silver-Müller boundary conditions was formulated by Joly et al. in [45]. This
formulation still involves only first order derivatives of the fields. A subsequent
stability analysis has been given by Sonnendrücker et al. in [4].
Absorbing Boundary Conditions (High Order): other possibilities for open
boundaries include the classical Bayliss-Turkel [8, 51] and Enquist-Majda [16, 17],
which allow to systematically construct conditions for arbitrary order. However,
due to lack of stability, these are hardly ever used in practice. Let us also men-
tion more recent methods due to Warburton, Hagstrom, Higdon, and others [20–
22, 28, 29], that are mainly based on the Enquist-Majda conditions.
Perfectly Matched Layers: another strategy to minimize reflections from the artifi-
cial boundaries is to add an exterior absorbing layer, in which the fields decay very
fast. This approach, known as perfectly matched layers, has been used very widely
and successfully [9, 10]. However, the appropriate choice of geometric and physi-
cal parameters of the absorbing layer is not always completely clear in practice. In
some cases it may be necessary to extend the computational domain substantially.
Therefore, the PML layers are difficult to implement and control in practice.
BEM Coupling Methods: In some cases it is possible to formulate exact boundary
conditions and then couple them via a boundary integral formulation to the do-
main as has been done in [44, 85]. This treatment leads to boundary conditions
that are non-local in space and/or time [30, 52], which substantially complicates
numerical computations and is seldom used in practice.
For a review and a comparison of various kinds of non-absorbing, transparent, or
non-reflecting boundary conditions, we refer to [13, 98].
8.2 Trefftz Transparent Boundary Conditions
Let us now report on a novel type of open boundary condition for our method
that has been introduced in [14] and is based on a very simple idea, that is only
applicable to certain Trefftz basis functions, i.e. those that have a distinct direction
of propagation di . In this case we can separate the basis functions at a boundary
with outward normal n into "ingoing" and "outgoing" basis functions
Fi =

Ei
Hi

=

Ein
i
Hin
i

+

Eout
i
Hout
i

, (8.2)
vi =

vE
i
vH
i

=

v
E,in
i
v
H,in
i

+

v
E,out
i
v
H,out
i

,
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according to the sign of the scalar product of di · n
Fi =
¨
Fin
i
if di ·n< 0
Fout
i
if di ·n≥ 0
and vi =
¨
vin
i
if di ·n < 0
vout
i
if di ·n ≥ 0.
(8.3)
The considered electromagnetic field at the boundary can be point-wisely
expanded in terms of these basis functions and written as an expansion
F= (E,H) =
∑
i ci (ei ,hi).
For ideal transparent boundaries there are no reflections back into the considered
domain of interest. This means that there are no incoming field parts at the bound-
ary. In analogy to this physical scenario, it would be an idea to simply extinct the
incoming field parts. To check the stability of this condition, let us investigate the
energy flux
n · S=
∑
i, j
cic j n ·
 
ei × h j

=
∑
j
c2
j
 
n · d j

+
∑
i 6= j
cic j n ·
 
ei × h j

,
through the boundary. Here, the summation is only over n · di > 0 and n · d j > 0.
When the field at the boundary is mostly propagating outwards the first term is
larger than the last, which guarantees an energy outflow. Such a direct approach
has been incorperated in the FLAME framework by Tsukerman et al., for instance.
We pursue a slightly different approach, that is provided by the underlying DG
framework: instead of extincting the incoming field parts we penalize them. More
precisely we consider an averaged combination of PEC-like and PMC-like boundary
conditions with respective penalization’s given by β ,β ′ ≥ 0 that are only tested
with vin and result in the following contribution
1
2

n×Hin · vEin − n× Ein · vHin + β ′(n× Ein) · (n× vEin) + β(n×Hin) · (n× vHin )

,
(8.4)
at the boundary. Let us now investigate the energy balance at the boundaries. To
this end we proceed in a similar fashion as in the proof of Theorem X. First, we
test Method II with (En
h
,Hn
h
) and transform the expression by inserting
2‖ε1/2
 
En
h
(tn−1)Eh
n−1(tn−1)

‖2
Ω
= ‖ε1/2En
h
(tn−1)‖2
Ω
+ ‖ε1/2En−1
h
(tn−1)‖2
Ω
−‖ε1/2
 
En
h
(tn−1)− En−1
h
(tn−1)

‖2
Ω
,
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as well as a equivalent expression for H. After an integration by parts we yield
1
2
 
‖ε1/2En
h
(tn−1)‖2
Ω
+ ‖µ1/2Hn
h
(tn−1)‖2
Ω

=
1
2
 
‖ε1/2En−1
h
(tn−1)‖2
Ω
− ‖ε1/2
 
En
h
(tn−1)− En−1
h
(tn−1)

‖2
Ω

+
1
2
 
‖µ1/2Hn−1
h
(tn−1)‖2
Ω
− ‖µ1/2
 
Hn
h
(tn−1)−Hn−1
h
(tn−1)

‖2
Ω

−
∫
∂Ω×In
n× En
h
·Hn
h
− n× En
h,in
·Hn
h,in
− β |n×Hn
h,in
|2
Ω
− β ′|n× En
h,in
|2
Ω
.
Note again that we only consider points at the global boundaries here. By compar-
ison with Theorem VIII (without boundary terms) we deduce that the condition∫
∂Ω×In
n× En
h
·Hn
h
− n× En
h,in
·Hn
h,in
+ β |n×Hn
h,in
|2
Ω
+ β ′|n× En
h,in
|2
Ω
≥ 0,
has to hold for an energy dissipation at the boundary. Here, the latter two terms
are positive semi-definite by definition (i.e. β ,β ′ ≥ 0), whereas∫
∂Ω×In
n× En
h
·Hn
h
− n× En
h,in
·Hn
h,in
=
∫
∂Ω×In
n× En
h,in
·Hn
h,out
+ n× En
h,out
·Hn
h,in
+ n× En
h,out
·Hn
h,out
,
are also positive if the simulated field is mainly directed outwards. This can be
assumed in analogy to the continuous consideration, since the last term dominates
the first two.
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8.3 Convergence Study
In analogy to the previous chapter, we conduct a numerical error study of
the method in the presence of the new transparent boundary conditions. We
consider Problem II with a homogeneously filled (i.e. ε = µ = 1) domain
Ω = (0, 10) × (0, 10). Here we initialize Hx = H y = Ez = ΨGauss (r, 0) ac-
cording to (6.3) with δ = 4, r0 = (4, 4, 0) which is propagating in direction
k = 1/
p
2 (−1,−1, 0) over a total time T = 100. At (x , 0) and (0, y) we utilize
the new transparent boundary conditions whereas on the in-going boundaries at
(x , 10) and (10, y) we use pec-like impedance boundary conditions of the form
n× E= n× g (r, t) .
Since this test scenario has got an analytic solution, i.e. (6.3), the function g (r, t)
can be exactly determined from it. In Fig. 8.1 we depict the propagation of the
wave at four stages.
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Figure 8.1.: Electric field of a plane wave propagating through the domain
(0, 10) × (0, 10) covered by a homogeneous medium. At x = 0 and y = 0 the
new transparent boundary conditions are applied, whereas at x = 10 and y = 10
exact boundary conditions are enforced. The solution is displayed at four relevant
time steps: the start of the wave propagation (upper left), the first impinging of
the wave at the transparent boundaries (upper right), the last outflow of the wave
(lower left), and the remnants of the wave after the absorption (lower right).
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Let us now conduct a convergence study similar to that of the preceeding chapter.
As a first test we study the behavior of the error when enriching the polynomial
degree p. The result is shown in Fig. 8.2. In this scenario we obtain spectral con-
vergence for the new transparent boundary conditions (green boxes) if a proper
choice of direction in the polynomial basis is applied as well as with the exact
impedance boundary conditions (gray dashed line), which in practical scenarios
are not available, of course. Here, the transparent boundary conditions perform
almost as good. Transparent boundary conditions with a bad choice of directions
in the polynomial basis (green diamonds) as well as the conventional SM bound-
ary condition (blue circles) yield a saturation due to systematic consistency errors
arising from the facts that the wave is not properly represented by the basis and
that the wave does not impinge on the transparent boundary at a normal angle,
respectively.
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Figure 8.2.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for a wave
traveling at a 45◦ angle through the domain (0, 10) × (0, 10). The new Trefftz
transparent boundary conditions with a naiv directional choice (green diamonds)
as well as an adaptive directional choice (green boxes) are compared to conven-
tional SM boundary conditions (blue circles) and impedance boundary conditions
that use an ’analytic’ function g (r, t) at all boundaries. Here, one basis function
coincides with the analytic field.
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In the second test we study the convergence order for a proper choice of direc-
tions with fixed polynomial degrees under h-refinement. In contrast to the previous
section we decrease the spatial cell size hr and temporal cell size ht simultaneously.
The error convergence is visualized in Fig. 8.3.
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Figure 8.3.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for a wave
traveling at a 45◦ angle through the domain (0, 10)× (0, 10) for different polyno-
mial degrees p under simultaneous refinement of ht and hr . Note that this figure
corresponds to Figure 5 of [14].
In the previous tests we have chosen the basis functions according to the equidis-
tant selection strategy that was mentioned in Fig. 4.3. In this case there exists one
possibility to adapt the basis, direction-wise, i.e. by the choice of the first direction
d
p
0 of a certain order. In the previous tests this direction has been chosen in such
a way, that it coincides with the direction of propagation of the simulated wave.
Let us now study the behavior of the error if we change the corresponding offset
angle γ. In Fig. 8.4 we depict the results for the Trefftz transparent boundary con-
ditions (green bullets) and the conventional SM boundary conditions (blue bullets)
for various polynomial degrees as a function of the angular difference between the
offset of the basis function and the physical solution. For SM boundary conditions
we do not see any dependence on this angle. However, for the Trefftz transparent
boundary conditions there exists a dependence. The closer the direction of a func-
tion in the basis gets to the actual field, the lower gets the error. This dependence
is getting more drastic when the polynomial degree is increased.
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According to Fig. 8.4 one obtains that the p+ 1 convergence order is lost, when
the directions of the basis functions are bigger than γ = |π8 | (for p = 3) away from
the actual direction of the propagation of the fields. However, the total error is still
lower than that of the conventional SM boundaries.
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Figure 8.4.: Global relative errors εQ in the space-time L
2-norm (7.4) for a wave
traveling at a 45◦ angle through the domain (0, 10) × (0, 10) for different offset
angles of the basis functions. Both transparent Trefftz boundary conditions (green
bullets) and conventional SM boundary conditions (blue bullets) with different
polynomial degrees are shown.
Concludingly, we can state that spectral convergence can be obtained only if the
directions di of the basis functions are chosen approximately.
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8.4 Energy Dissipation Behaviour
Let us now study the behavior of the energy for a more complicated ex-
ample. More precisely we consider Problem II in a homogeneous domain
Ω = (−10, 10) × (−10, 10) consisting of a vacuum, i.e. ε = µ = 1, with the
new transparent Trefftz boundary conditions at all four boundaries. We initial-
ize a cylindrical pulse
Ψ
Pulse (x , y) = exp
 
−
 
x2 + y2

/δ

, (8.5)
by setting Hx ,0 = Hy,0 = 0 and Ez,0 = Ψ
Pulse(x , y) with δ = 18. Note that for this
scenario there exists no analytic solution as we have stated in Sections 5.2 and 6.2
of [14]. The propagation is depicted in Fig. 8.5.
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Figure 8.5.: Electric field of a cylindrical wave through the domain
(−10, 10)× (−10, 10) covered by a homogeneous medium. The snapshot picture
(upper left) depicts the start of the cylindrical wave propagation. The second pic-
ture (upper right) shows the time when the cylindrical wave is impinging at the
transparent boundaries. In the third picture (lower left) most parts of the original
cylindrical wave have left the domain through the transparent boundaries. The last
picture (lower right) depicts the remnants of the cylindrical wave. Note that this
figure corresponds to Figure 3 of [14].
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Let us now investigate the evolution of the total electromagnetic energy contained
in the computational domain. Here, we compare the decay of the energy simulated
with the various versions Trefftz transparent boundary conditions (green dotted
line, purple dotted line and green solid line) to a refference solution (gray dashed
line) that has been done in a larger domain (−30, 30)× (−30, 30) which has then
been truncated in Ω as well as a common SM boundary condition (blue solid line).
The evolution of the energy is displayed in Fig. 8.6. We split the time evolution into
four phases. In the first phase the wave is propagating freely inside the computa-
tional domain Ω. In this phase, the energy stays constant. In the second phase, the
wave front hits the boundary; and energy starts to flow out of the system. In the
third phase, the tail part of the wave front hits the boundary. In the last phase the
remaining energy slowly flows out of the domain.
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•
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Figure 8.6.: Evolution of the total energy of a cylindrical wave pulse. All simu-
lations are carried out with approximation order p = 3. The reference solution
(gray dashed line) is computed on a larger domain (−30, 30)× (−30, 30) . Sim-
ulations with transparent Trefftz boundary conditions are computed on a coarse
mesh (green dotted line), a fine mesh (purple dotted line) and a fine mesh with
addaption (solid green line) and compared to a simulation with SM boundary con-
ditions (solid blue line), also on a fine mesh. The gray dots correspond to the fields
displayed in Fig. 8.5.
After approximately 100 time-steps the energy of all Trefftz simulations con-
verges to the reference solution. In the third and fourth phase we obtain effects
of the previously mentioned consistency error, due to parasitic reflections, again
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(c.f. coarse Trefftz simulation). If we apply a h-refinement, the solution becomes
slightly better (c.f. fine Trefftz simulation). After an additional directional addap-
tion (where the directions in the basis are aligned the the direction of propagation
of the pulse), the simulation becomes almost identical to the reference solution
(c.f. coarse addapted Trefftz simulation), meaning that the parasitic reflections are
minimized.
Chapter Resumé
In this chapter we introduced a novel type of transparent boundary conditions
that exploit the knowledge of the direction of propagation of the underlying Trefftz
basis functions. In Section 8.2 we discussed the central idea of these boundary
conditions, which is a penalization of in-going waves.
In Section 8.2 we studied the convergence of the error in certain scenarios. We
obtained spectral convergence under p-enrichment and optimal convergence rates
under h-refinement. However, the error was found to be dependent on the specific
basis used. In some scenarios, i.e. where a directional adaption is possible, the
error convergence can be improved. However, this is not possible in general.
In the last Section 8.1 we investigated the energy behavior of a pulse initialization.
The energy was found to be strictly dissipative. However, an error due to parasitic
reflections was obtained. This error was then decreased substentially by a mesh
refinement and a directional addaption.
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9 Conclusion
In this work we have developed and subsequently studied a novel numerical
method in the context of electrodynamics. This method is based upon the dis-
continuous Galerkin framework; but employs polynomial Trefftz basis functions
instead of generic tensorial basis functions that are commonly used in discon-
tinuous Galerkin methods. The error of the method shows spectral convergence
in space-time under p-enrichment with a reduced number of degrees of freedom
compared to the tensorial version.
The main findings of this work are the following: we have introduced the concept of
polynomial Trefftz functions, i.e. polynomial functions that exactly solve Maxwell’s
equations. These functions inherently depend on both space and time and exhibit
a deterministic temporal behavior which we formally expressed in Lemma I. As a
consequence we were able to separate the spatial and the temporal behavior of the
basis and determine the dimension of the polynomial basis. We have found a way
to systematically construct polynomial Trefftz functions from already existing poly-
nomials by an iterative application of newly developed recurrence relations (4.4)
and a subsequent application of the superposition principle (4.3). Aside from this
construction we have introduced a second way to construct a polynomial Trefftz
basis in terms of transport polynomials in Section 4.3 that we employed in the nu-
merical examples described above.
We have introduced the underlying discontinuous Galerkin framework which is a
ultra-weak form of a discontinuous Galerkin method (see Method I). Here, we have
first employed an abstract vector space and studied some of the underlying prop-
erties such as the implicit nature (see Theorem V), consistency (see Theorem VI),
and stability (see Theorem VII and Theorem VIII). By the subsequent restriction
of the vector spaces to that of Trefftz functions (Definition III) we obtained the
discontinuous Galerkin Trefftz method (see Method II). Here, all volume terms of
the original method trivially vanished, leaving a method that is solely defined on
the skeleton of the space-time mesh. The resulting method preserves all proper-
ties from the underlying discontinuous Galerkin method. In addition the solutions
were found to be unique (see Theorem XI) from which the well-possedness of the
method follows.
With the numerical implementation mentioned before we were able to reproduce
physically correct results. Subsequently, we have numerically studied the error con-
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vergence of the method for smooth solutions. Herein, we have obtained spectral
convergence in the whole space-time domain under p-enrichment as well as the de-
sired p + 1 convergence rates under respective temporal and spatial h-refinement
for various scenarios.
In addition we have studied miscellaneous features that are unique to Trefftz meth-
ods: we demonstrated a construction of problem tailored basis functions in Sec-
tion 6.3 and the development of a new type of transparent boundary condition
in Chapter 8.
With this we conclude this work.
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A Natural Units
In this appendix we comment on the unit system that is applied in (most) of our
derivations and in our numerical implementation. In particular we would like to
motivate our choice that admittedly seems odd and unphysical on first sight.
In SI units a vacuum is described by the vacuum permitivity ε0 =∼ 8.854 · 10−12
measured in Farads per meter [F/m=As/Vm] and the vacuum permeability
µ0 = 4π · 10−6 measured in Henries per meter [H/m=Vs/Am]. The resulting
speed of light c = 299792458 is measured in meters per seconds [m/s] as has
been stated in Table 2.2 already. The electric field E is measured in Volts per meter
[V/m] and magnetic field H in Amperes per meter [A/m] (see Table 2.1). There-
fore, the spacial and temporal dimensions differ by a factor ∼ 108, i.e. c0, and the
fields by a factor ∼ 102.5, i.e. the intrinsic impedance in the vacuum. As a result
both Gram and system matrices would be bad conditioned and needed to be artifi-
cially rescaled.
To avoid this problem from the beginning, we apply a trick widely used in theo-
retical physics (see Peskin Schröder Introduction [73] for instance) and consider
Maxwell’s equations in "natural units". Here, we set
µ0 = ε0 = c0 = 1, (A.1)
which results in [V/A] = [m/s] = [1]. As a result space and time as well as the
electric and the magnetic fields do have comparable scales. Moreover the fields
have the same units as is stated in Table A.1, which is a convenient byproduct for
calculations. At the end of a calculation all quantities can then be transformed back
to physically meaningful SI units.
Property SI units Natural units
ε0 [A s /(V m)] [d.f.]
µ0 [Vs/(Am)] [d.f.]
c0 [m/s] [d.f.]
E(r, t) [V/m] [V/m]
H(r, t) [A/m] [V/m]
Table A.1.: Units of physical properties in the SI convention and the natural unit
system convention. Dimension free properties are marked "d.f.".
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B Second Order Polynomial Trefftz
Basis
In this Appendix we explicitly list the second order polynomials that we omited
in Section 4.2 for completeness. According to the dimension formulat (4.2), we
need a total of 30 linearly independent polynomials here. For instance, we can
choose the ones in Table B.1.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
e2
i

 0x2
0



 00
x2



 y20
0



 00
y2



 z20
0



 0z2
0


h2
i

 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . . 7 8 9 10 11 12
. . .

 0xz
0



 00
x y



 yz0
0



 2xz0
−z2



 −x20
2xz



 −x22x y
0


. . .

 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . . 13 14 15 16 17 18
. . .

 2x y−y2
0



 02yz
−z2



 0−y2
2yz



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . .

 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 0x2
0



 00
x2



 y20
0


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. . . 19 20 21 22 23 24
. . .

 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . .

 00
y2



 z20
0



 0z2
0



 0xz
0



 00
x y



 yz0
0


. . . 25 26 27 28 29 30
. . .

 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0



 00
0


. . .

 2xz0
−z2



 −x20
2xz



 −x22x y
0



 2x y−y2
0



 02yz
−z2



 0−y2
2yz


Table B.1.: Linearly independent polynomials that form a basis of order two.
By applying the Trefftz construction procedure described in Section 4.2, meaning
application of the expansion (4.3) and recurrence relations (4.4) we obtain the
corresponding Trefftz basis in Table B.2.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
e2
i

 0x2 + v 2 t2
0



 00
x2 + v 2 t2



 y2 + v 2 t20
0



 00
y2 + v 2 t2



 z2 + v 2 t20
0



 0z2 + v 2 t2
0


h2
i

 00
−2xv t



 02xv t
0



 00
2yv t



 −2yv t0
0



 0−2zv t
0



 2zv t0
0


. . . 7 8 9 10 11 12
. . .

 0xz
0



 00
x y



 yz0
0



 2xz0
−z2 − v 2 t2



 −x2 − v 2 t20
2xz



 −x2 − v 2 t22x y
0


. . .

 xv t0
−zv t



 −xv tyv t
0



 0−yv t
zv t



 0−2xv t
0



 02zv t
0



 00
−2yv t


. . . 13 14 15 16 17 18
. . .

 2x y−y2 − v 2 t2
0



 02yz
−z2 − v 2 t2



 0−y2 − v 2 t2
2yz



 00
2xv t



 0−2xv t
0



 00
−2yv t


. . .

 00
2xv t



 2yv t0
0



 −2zv t0
0



 0x2 + v 2 t2
0



 00
x2 + v 2 t2



 y2 + v 2 t20
0


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. . . 19 20 21 22 23 24
. . .

 2yv t0
0



 02zv t
0



 −2zv t0
0



 −xv t0
zv t



 xv t−yv t
0



 0yv t
−zv t


. . .

 00
y2 + v 2 t2



 z2 + v 2 t20
0



 0z2 + v 2 t2
0



 0xz
0



 00
x y



 yz0
0


. . . 25 26 27 28 29 30
. . .

 02xv t
0



 0−2zv t
0



 00
2yv t



 00
−2xv t



 −2yv t0
0



 2zv t0
0


. . .

 2xz0
−z2 − v 2 t2



 −x2 − v 2 t20
2xz



 −x2 − v 2 t22x y
0



 2x y−y2 − v 2 t2
0



 02yz
−z2 − v 2 t2



 0−y2 − v 2 t2
2yz


Table B.2.: Polynomial Trefftz basis functions of order two corresponding to Ta-
ble B.1 .
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C Update Matrices
In this Appendix we explicitly state the element-wise constituents of the matrices
used in the numerical scheme (5.13). We use fluxes that are centered in space and
upwind in time. Let us consider the contributing terms in a example space-time
with spatial index k at time n. First we obtain a contribution spatial flux term
inside the cell
f
p,q,n
k
x ,y,z∑
k,l,m
 ∫ ∫ ∫
1
2
εklm
 
u
E,p
k
|∂ r−m u
H,q
l
|∂ r−m − u
E,p
k
|∂ r+m u
H,q
l
|∂ r+m

drkdrl d t
(C.1a)
−
∫ ∫ ∫
1
2
εklm
 
u
H,p
k
|∂ r−m u
H,q
l
|∂ r−m − u
H,p
k
|∂ r+m u
E,q
l
|∂ r+m

drkdrl d t

.
(C.1b)
The Levi-Civita Symbol εklm denotes the rotation over all components {x , y, z}.
Here, uq
y
|∂ r+z denotes the y component of u
E,q at the positive z interface of the
cell (and analogously ”− ” for the left interface). In addition the spatial flux terms
contribute to the neighboring cells. In x direction this reads
f
p,q,n
k±kˆx

±
∫ ∫ ∫
1
2

u
E,p
y,k±kˆx
|∂ x∓ uH,qz,k |∂ x± − u
E,p
z,k±kˆx
|∂ x∓ uH,qy,k |∂ x±

d ydzd t (C.1c)
∓
∫ ∫ ∫
1
2

u
H,p
y,k±kˆx
|∂ x∓ uE,qz,k |∂ x± − u
H,p
z,k±kˆx
|∂ x∓ uE,qy,k|∂ x±

d ydzd t

.
For the neighboring cells in y direction we obtain
f
p,q,n
k±kˆy

±
∫ ∫ ∫
1
2

u
E,p
z,k±kˆy
|∂ y∓ uH,qx ,k |∂ y± − u
E,p
x ,k±kˆy
|∂ y∓ uH,qz,k |∂ y±

d xdzd t (C.1d)
∓
∫ ∫ ∫
1
2

u
H,p
z,k±kˆy
|∂ y∓ uE,qx ,k|∂ y± − u
H,p
x ,k±kˆy
|∂ y∓ uE,qz,k |∂ y±

d xdzd t

.
And for the neighboring cells in z direction
f
p,q,n
k±kˆz

±
∫ ∫ ∫
1
2

u
E,p
x ,k±kˆz
|∂ z∓ uH,qy,k |∂ z± − u
E,p
y,k±kˆz
|∂ z∓ uH,qx ,k |∂ z±

d xd yd t (C.1e)
∓
∫ ∫ ∫
1
2

u
H,p
x ,k±kˆz
|∂ z∓ uE,qy,k|∂ z± − u
H,p
y,k±kˆz
|∂ z∓ uE,qx ,k|∂ z±

d xd yd t

.
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For cells at a global boundary ∂Ω these contributions will change. Let us outline the
changes for PEC boundaries. Depending on the position of the PEC boundaries the
contributions in the neighboring cells, (C.1c), (C.1d), (C.1e) as well as the part
of the contribution in (C.1a) in the respective directions will vanish, respectively.
From the temporal upwind flux we obtain two contributions. The contribution form
time n reads
f
p,q,n
k
∫ ∫ ∫  
ε uE,p,n|∂ t+ · uE,q,n|∂ t− +µ uH,p,n|∂ t+ · uH,q,n|∂ t−

d xd ydz,
(C.2a)
whereas that from time n− 1 reads
f
p,q,n−1
k
∫ ∫ ∫  
ε uE,p,n−1|∂ t− ·uE,q,n|∂ t− +µ uH,p,n−1|∂ t− ·uH,q,n|∂ t−

d xd ydz.
(C.2b)
To obtain a global scheme we assemble matrices with contributions over all cells
k and all basis functions. At timestep tn we obtain a contribution fnA, with fn
being a coefficient vector and A a matrix. Here, the terms forms (C.1a), (C.1b) and
(C.2a) contribute to the block diagonal of A, whereas (C.1c), (C.1b), (C.1c) and
possible boundary terms contribute to the off-block-diagonals. At time-step n− 1
we obtain fn−1R. Here, only (C.2b) contributes to the block diagonal of R. In some
scenarios we consider additional functions that need to be defined consistently with
the scheme. As a final result, we obtain
Afn = Rfn−1 +G,
which is just (5.13) from Section 5.4.
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